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COPPER HALIDE LASER RESEARCH

C. S. Liu , D. W. Feldman , J. L. Pack and L. A. Weaver
Westinghouse R&D Center

Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15235

• ABSTRACT

This report describes results of experimental studies of con-

tinuously—pulsed copper halide laser systems. Optical absorption and

fluorescence measurements in the copper bromide discharge have produced

detailed information about the laser kinetics in such systems. In

particular , the absorption measurements led to determinations of the

copper ground state and excited state densities as a function of time and

position during a series of electrical pulses. In a longitudinal discharge

configuration , radial pumping effects were found to produce appreciable

depletion of copper atoms from the core of the discharge region. The

effects of this phenomenon on laser performance are discussed arid recotnmenda—

tions are made for future development efforts in copper halide lasers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of the program described herein is to

determine some of the microscopic properties of multiply—pulsed high

repetition rate copper halide lasers. The point of these measurements

is to understand those factors which limit the performance of such lasers

as they are scaled into the high power regime.

When operated in the double—pulse mode, (i.e., a dissociation

pulse followed by an excitation pulse), sealed—off copper halide lasers

produce about 50 j~J cm in the 5106 A copper line. In the continuously

pulsed mode , the specific energy output per pulse is observed to decrease

to “10 ~J cm
3 or less with a conversion efficiency of “0.3%. This reduced

specific energy yield limits both the total pulse energy and the average

power available. Similar behavior is also observed in copper vapor lasers.

To determine those physical factors which influence the volumetric energy

yield in the multiply—pulsed regime, a series of measurements has been

undertaken to determine fluorescence and optical absorption characteris-

tics of multiply—pulsed copper halide lasers. These measurements have

produced detailed information about the temporal evolution during a

series of pulses of the populations of those energy levels of the neutral

copper atom which are relevant to laser operation. These measurements

required the design and implementation of an apparatus capable of optical

absorption measurements in operating copper halide lasers with the optical

properties measured in both the time and frequency domain , and with good

spatial resolution. In addition it was necessary to develop a numerical

technique for extracting both gas temperature and number density from

optical absorption data. The results of these experimental studies have

enabled us to develop a model which explains the power and energy limita—

tions of copper halide and copper lasers and , perhaps , of a number of

other gas laser systems. This in turn has led to several important

recommendations regarding the directions in which further copper halide

• system developmen t should proceed .

2
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2. TECHNICAL RESULTS

The technical  e f f o r t  dur ing  th is  contract period was concentrated

on measuring and analyzing the operating features of continuously—pulsed

copper halide laser systems. Previous work with these lasers had re-

vealed that observed double—pulse performance figures could not be

duplicated when multiple electrical pulses were applied to the discharge

tube . Thus the potentially attractive features of single—pulse or low

prf copper halide lasers could not be extrapolated experimentally into

the high prf regime of interest for most practical applications.

To understand the physical nature of this problem, three experi-

mental tasks were performed :

1. Compare double—pulsed and continuously—pulsed copper halide

laser performance in suitably fabricated discharge tube apparatus.

2. Determine the physical origin of observed multipulse laser

outputs by means of temporally—resolved absorption and fluorescence measure-

ments of ground state and metastable state copper densities in copper

halide laser discharges.

3. Describe, the copper halide laser operating parameters in

terms of both spectroscopic and electrical performance measurements..

These tasks have been performed successfully , and have largely

resolved the underlying physical reasons for the reduction of single—

pulse laser output energies when a continuous burst of electrical pulses

is applied to the laser discharge tube. A high power (“5 W) continuously—

• pulsed CuBr laser has been fabricated and tested. Versatile dye laser
• absorption measurements and computer data reduction techniques have been

developed and applied successfully to copper halide laser discharges.

The technical details of these tasks are described in the following

Sec ii ons.
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• 2.1 Double and Continuously-Pulsed Laser Performance Comparisons

2.1.1 ~ultipulse Degradation Effects

Experiments with continuously—pulsed copper halide laser dis-

charges isolated several important physical effects which influence

laser performance in the multipulse regime . The principle results of

these experiments are summarized in two scientific journal publications ,

which are included as Appendices A and B:

Appendix A: “Axial Cataphoresis Effects in Continuously—
Pulsed Copper Halide Lasers” by C. S. Liu ,
D. W. Feldman , J. L. Pack and L. A. Wea’er ,
J. Appl. Phys. 48, 194 (1977).

Appendix B: “Kinetic Processes in Continuously—Pulsed Copper
Halide Lasers” by C. S. Liu , D. W. Feldman ,
J. L. Pack and L. A. Weaver, IEEE J. Quantum
Electron. QE—13, 744 (1977).

The first physical effect , axial cataphoresis within the laser

discharge , represents a very pronc~unced spatial redistribution of the

discharge species along the discharge axis, with a correspondingly pro-

nounced degradation of the copper halide laser output energy . During
• single—pulse operation the drift of positive copper ions towards the

cathode (i.e., cataphoresis) is very slight , and normal diffusion forces

soon equilibrate species densities along the tube length. Thus this

particular degradation effect does not operate during single—pulse laser

tests. When multiple discharge pulses are applied at high current

density and repetition rate , however , these cumulative axial forces are

sufficient to drive a large fraction of the copper ions towards the

cathode region within a few seconds of multipulse operation. The

resulting steady state copper/copper halide density distribution , after

electron—ion and/or copper—halogen recombination , is thereby concentrated

in the cathode region and depleted in the anode region. This leads to

sub—optimum laser excitation throughout the discharge region , and in

many cases sub—threshold copper densities near the anode.

Another deleterious effect of this axial segregation is the

interruption of the copper—halogen chemical recombination cycle. Copper

atoms ~c umulate near the cathode , -md eventually condense on the adjacent
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~a1ls. Halogen atoms , which form negative iOL.s through electron attach—

r~ent , accumulate near the anode and eventually fill the entire tube with

halogen molecules after molecular recombination. Thus after several

hours of operation, most of the copper is plated on the walls near the

cathode , and the discharge tube is filled with unacceptably high levels

of halogen molecules which cause arcing. Laser output is degraded initially

from single—pulse levels due to rapid axial redistribution of the copper ,

and over the longer term laser action is terminated completely by the

cataphoresis—induced chemical segregation of the decomposition products.

Fortunately , this particular inultipulse degradation effect can

be remedied quite simply by alternating the polarity of successive dis-

charge pulses. Alternating electrical polarity prevents accumulations

of charged species in a preferred direction by essentially averaging the

cumulative migration to zero over many discharge pulses. The same

engineering solution is applied to fluorescent lamps with the use of

alternating current ; with direct current , the performance of these lamps

would soon degrade due to mercury accumulation at the cathode. Tests

performed on high power copper halide laser tubes with advanced polarity—

reversing pulser circuitry demonstrated that the deleterious effects of

axial cataphoresis in the multipulse regime can be eliminated completely

using this technique.

The second general source of multipulse laser degradation dis-

covered during this work is described completely in Appendix B, and has
its origins in laser kinetic and radial depletion effects. During

normal double—pulse electrical excitation , the first pulse dissociates

the copper halide to create free copper atoms, and the second pulse

applied several hundred microseconds later excites the copper atom to

its lasing state. Typically , the dissociation pulse contains about ten

times the energy of the excitation pulse to generate opt imum copper atom

densities. Under these circumstances ~50 pJ cm
3 of copper laser output

is available. In the multipulse regime , however , continuous application

of such high current “dissociation ” pulses rapidly raises the gas

temperature to values which thermally populate the lower laser level,

and within a few minutes the quartz discharge tube would melt due to

5
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t empera tu re  r e s t r i c t i o n s, whereas a single high cu r r en t  pulse can be

ac comm oda ted  wi thout  d i f f i c u l t y  since its to ta l  hea ting  e f f e c t  is

negligible.

In practice , -~e found that pulse energies comparable to the

second (i.e. , the excitation) pulse could be sustained on a continuous

basis without deleterious gas heating effects. Since a single pulse

with in  this  t ra in  would dissociate only about one t enth  of the copper

that a full dissociation pulse would generate in a double—pulse experi-

ment , one would expect that as little as one—ten th the

• laser energy output would be produced in the multipulse regime . However ,

it happens tha t  for  the excited s ta te  l i fe t imes and in terpulse  spacings

of interest , the ground state copper density accumulates to about twice

i ts single—pulse value in the multipulse regime , whereas the copper lower

laser level density remains unchanged. Thus the applicable multipulse

derating factor is approximately 5 rather than 10 due to beneficial

multipulse accumulation effects. This result was confirmed in burst—mode

excitation experiments, where ‘~lO i~J cm
3 was obtained from discharge

tubes which produced ~5O i~J cm
3 under double—pulse excitation .

Another degradation effect described in Appendix B is due to

a depletion of the copper density on the longitudinal axis of the dis-

charge tube as the pulse train is applied. This is seen as a transient

decrease in the laser output energy on a millisecond time scale as

successive discharge pulses are applied .

The reduction i~ laser energy at steady state is typically a

factor of two , although near laser threshold reservoir temperatures this

depletion effect can actually extinguish laser emission . The depletion

can be caused by-either gas heating by the discharge , or by the radial

cataphoresis of copper ions. Both effects are cumulative and of suffi—

d ent magnitude to cause the observed performance. ~either is important

• in a double—pulse experiment , but in multipulse operation cumulative gas

temperature and/or charged particle radial gradient s can force copper

atoms radially towards the container walls. Thus in the steady state , an

additional multipulse degradation factor as large as ~2 can be induced

by radial depletion effects.

6
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To a considerable extent , this depletion effect can be minimized

or even eliminated by operating at higher reservoir temperatures so that

the background axial copper/copper halide density is elevated to compen—

sate for radial depletion . Thus the fractional depletion due to radial

• forces is correspondingly less. However , in most cases higher operat ing

temperature introduces other problems such as discharge instabilities

which render such corrections somewhat ineffective. The deleterious

cumulative laser kinetic effects , on the other hand , can be reduced by

operating at lower pulse energies and higher pulse repetition frequencies.

Thus it appears that the multipulse degradation effects are minimized in

the low energy , high prf regime where gas heating is small.

These experiments remove substantially all of the uncertainty

of multipulse degradation effects in copper halide lasers, and in some

cases recommend specific corrective procedures . An obvious solution

to this problem is to provide rapid transverse gas flow which removes

deleterious species and gas heat; if this solution were implemented , it

is quite certain that the multipulse degradation effects observed in

static experiments would disappear. This engineering modification was

not attempted during the research effort , but is recommended for future

copper halide development programs.

2.1.2 Discharge Tube and Pulser Performance

In order to test the performance of continuously—pulsed copper

halide lasers under high prf operating conditions , a high power quartz

discharge tube and electrical pulsing unit were designed and fabricated.

Both the tube and pulser incorporated advanced design features which

permitted total system performance substantially beyond the prior state

o~ the art in copper halide lasers. The discharge tube sustained average

power dissipations of approximately 3 kW at pulse repetition rates near

16 kHz for cumulative operating time of 100 hours without failure , and

was completely sealed—off and self—heated during these tests. The pu1s~r

delivered average powers up to 5 kW at pulse repetition rates up to 20 kflz ,

• with polarity reversal on alternate pulses. Laser output power levels

of ~.3 ~ at 16 kIlz ~jere obtained at 0.2% efficiency under continuous

7
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H

operation , and under burst—mode excitation the average power was

6.5  ~ at 0.3% efficiency. This apparatus also served as the test stand

~pon which extensive spectroscopic measurements of multipulse effects

were performed.

The laser discharge tube shown in Fig. 2.1 was fabricated

from high quality GE—204 quartz with molybdenum :quartz cup seals serving

as electrical feedthroughs. Optical grade quartz windows were fused

onto the discharge tube ends at a slightly tilted angle (“10°) to avoid

internal reflections along the tube axis. Electrodes were made of

molybdenum cups with heat shields to improve their thermal efficiency.

This type of discharge tube was successfully operated for over 100

hours without failure under a power loading of 50 W cm 3.

As a guide to the design of the laser tube , Table 2.1 contains

the design parameters for a 5 W copper bromide laser.

Table 2.1. Design Parameters for a 5 W CuBr Laser Tube

Laser Medium : CuBr

Temperature : 300°C to 600 °C

Discharge Co’~fi ~uration : Longitudinal

Volumetric Ene~gy Yield : 2.0 uJ ctn 3

Pulse Repetition Rate: 16 kHz (6 to 20 kHz)

Energy Output per Pulse: 313 iiJ
3Volume : 157 cm

Discharge Dimensions : 50 cm x 1.8 cm diameter

Efficiency : 0.2%

Inmut Power: 2.5 kW

CuBr lasers were excited by current pulses having ultra—fast

risetimes , very short durations and high peak amplitudes (>100 A cm
2).

These required low inductance laser tube designs that minimized circuit

inductance.
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Fig. 2.1. High power metal halide discharge tube assembly designed for
all—hot , sealed—off operation at high pulse repetition rates.
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We have developed a high-current low—inductance , long—lived

hollow cathode electrode for use with these lasers. Conventional

quartz :molybdenuni cup seals were used for electrical feedthroughs.

Th~ current was conducted by a molybdenum tube which was welded onto

the molybdenum cup . The electrodes shown in Fig. 2.2 consisted of two

concentric molybdenum cylinders with an inner tube diameter of 0.5 cm ,

outer tube diameter of 1.5 cm and length of 3.0 cm. The electrodes were

also welded onto the molybdenum cup seals.

The choice of copper bromide was based on its chemical

stability and reactivity, vapor pressure and laser operating performance .

Other halides yielded similar laser output energy , but the iodide

required higher operating temperatures and the chloride was more

reactive with the electrodes. Both effects might reduce the operating

lifetime of the copper halide laser system.

The buffer gas choice was restricted to neon gas. Experimental

results indicated that argon , krypton and xenon tended to enhance the

5782 A yellow copper line rather than the 5106 A line , and helium and

neon were very similar as far as laser performance was concerned . However ,

helium diffused easily through the quartz tube at operating temperatures ,

and was therefore avoided for long—lived , sealed off laser tube embodi-

ments.

The chemical properties of the molybdenum electrodes appear

to be quite satisfactory on the basis of the demonstrated 100 hour

operating lifetimes. A small portion of the electrode material was

eroded and transported onto the wall during the first 100 hours of

operation . If a linear extrapolation of electrode erosion effects is

assumed , then these electrodes should last at least several thousand

hours without failure. However , diffusion of copper ions into the

quartz at elevated temperatures was observed and could constitute a

lifetime limitation unless prevented.

The tube dimensions , waste discharge heat , quartz surface

emissivities and proper heat shield design were combined to give the

appropriate thermal design capable of maintaining the laser tube

temperature above 550°C for self—heated operation. An outer jacket

10
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Fig. 2.2. Electrode feedthrough assembly employed in high average power
copper bromide lasers.
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I
surround ing the laser tube was used as a heat shield . The jacket was

fabricated from a split Pyrex tube , and additional heaters to generate

hot N,, were utilized for maintaining the laser windows at sufficiently
high temperatures to prevent copper bromide condensation on the optical

surfaces. The complete thermal design embodiment is shown in Fig. 2.3.

H The steady state operating temperature of approximately 550°C was
reached in a little over 10 minutes .

The circuit diagram for the high power pulser is shown in

Fig. 2.4. The two capacitors (Cd
) in series together with the apparent

discharge inductance (Ld), the stray inductance (La), and the discharge

resistance (Rd
) form a damped L—C circuit . The characteristic frequency

of this circuit is chosen so that one—half of its sinewave is equal to

the desired pulse width (tq
) of the pulser. All other inductances in

the circuit are large compared with Ld + L5, so that they have little

influence on the discharge circuit while the glow discharge is ignited.

Before the discharge occurs, the two capacitors Cd are charged

to a high positive voltage (E1 
— E

2), for instance 10 kV. No voltage

potential exists at this time across the discharge to cause ignition.

Then at a given time (t1
), the hydrogen thyratron (Tb1) is triggered ,

causing its plate to be virtually grounded . This has the effect of sud-

denly forming a L—C circuit consisting of Cd1 and Lr1. Due to the

initial voltage across Cd1, the circuit starts to ring with its own

characteristic frequency, say 2 MHz. The result is that the voltage

(E1) swings from its original plus 10 kV down past zero toward minus

10 kV (FIg 2.3). If the laser tube were not connected , the voltage

difference (E2 
— E

1
) would reach almost 20 kV. The circuit is often

referred to as a “Blumlein Circuit ”. It provides voltage doubling by

what is termed “resonance charging”.

If the laser tube is connected as shown in Fig. 2. 4 then the

glow discharge ignites at some voltage lower than 20 kV (at t — t
b 

in

Fig. 2. 5) and the two capacitor s (Cd) discharge with a current

L
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Fig. 2.4. Schematic diagram of the pulser employed to supply high prf
current pulses to copper bromide lasers.
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I

through the impedance formed by Ld, L5,  and Rd with the desired pulse

width (tq) as mentioned before, until the glow discharge extinguishes

due to insufficient volta ge difference lef t between the capacitors.

The thyratron Th1 ext inguishes when the curren t through it become s zero .

After this, the two capacitors Cd recharge again throug
h the

charging coil (LB), the diodes (D) , and the isolation coils (Li) .

(The isolation coils are small compared with LB and reduce cross talk
between the thyratrons. ) As long as the charg ing current keeps the diodes

in their conducting state , the charging coil and the parallel combina-

tion of the two capacitors , form an L—C circuit , which is tuned to the

maxImum pulse repetition frequency of the laser. This L—C circuit

rings to a voltage which is ideally twice as high as the supply

voltage (EB) .  In this way the circuit accomplishes voltage quadru pling

by applying the resonant charging principle twice in series . The diodes

avoid a premature discharge of the capacitors once they have attained

their maximum voltage.

When the capacitors are fully recharged , the circuit is ready

f or its next pulse at t — t 2 , which is now initiated throug h thyratron

Th2 in the same manner as before through Th1. This time the discharge

current 
~d 

flows in the opposite direction. Figure 2.6 shows traces

from our existing laser driver circuit. The discharge current wave

(i
d
) has a bell—shape rather than half a sinewav e because of the non-

linearity of Rd . This circuit has delivered 3 kW to the laser discharge

at a pulse repetition frequency of 16 kltz . The capacitors Cd 
were

charged to 10 kV with a dc power supply voltage EB 5 kV.

Perhaps the prime advantage of these circuits is the fact

that the thyratrons are almost isolated from the discharge circuit ,

once ignition has occurred . This make it possible to maximize the

discharge current slope without concern for the thyratron switching

speed .

The Blumlein circuit is well suited to the requirements of

the long—lived , hig h power , high repetition rate copper halide laser
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i. Thyratron plate voltage.
2. Capacito r voltage (triggered branch) .

3. Capacito r voltage (untriggered branch) .

4. Thy ratron current .

5. Discharge current 1d•
Scale : time - 50 na/div

voltage s - 5 kV/div
currents - 100 A/div

Fig. 2.6. Experimentally observed voltage and current waveforms obtained
from the high prf pulser unit.
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systems . The current reversing feature is important , since it eliminates

problems associated with longitudinal cataphoresis effects and makes

possible a truly long—lived , sealed—off laser tube. This pulser has been

operated at 2.5 kW average power levels and 15 kHz pulse repetition

rates for cumulative times exceeding 300 hours without component failure

or observable degradation of the operating characteristics.

The design details and operating features of the Westinghouse

high average power pulsing unit were summarized in a scientific journal

publication which is attached as an appendix to this report :

Appendix C: “High Average Power Pulser Design for Copper Halide
Laser Systems”, by J. L. Pack, C. S. Liu, D. W.
Feldman and L. A~ Weaver, Rev. Sci. Instrum .
48, 1047 (1977).

This paper describes additionally a modular concept for pulser

scal ing to high average power levels . In this approach , the basic

Blumlein circuit configuration is replicated for each additional longitu-

dinal discharge section. This provides all the features of low—inductance
drive circuitry while maintaining the applied voltage and polarity

reversal features of a single circuit module. This circuit arrangement

was tested experimentally , and it was verified that adjacent discharge

and pulser segments can operate satisfactorally without deleterious

interference from adjacent modules. Thus the engineering practicality

of the basic circuit design has been established , and its scalability

to higher average power configurations has been demonstrated.

2.2 Spectroscopic Measurements of Multipulse Laser Kinetic Features

The underlying physical reasons for observed decreases in the

laser output energy in continuously pulsed copper halide lasers have

not been understood clearly . It appears that certain deleterious effects

of either a gas discharge or a laser kinetics origin accumulate to

inhibit laser processes , but the specific nature of these effects has

not been described satisfactorily . Therefore , this Spectroscopic Task area

includes measurements of the absorption and fluorescence characteristics

of continously—pulsed copper halide discharges to determine (1) the

temporal and spatial behavior of copper ground state and metastable

- 
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densities; (2) the effective lifetimes of the copper upper and lower

laser levels, and (3) the destruction rate of copper ground state atoms.

For this purpose a general spectroscopic diagnostic facility

has been assembled and implemented to probe the afterglows of repetitively—

pulsed copper halide discharges. Fluorescence measurements of copper

atom emission have yielded valuable information on pulse—to—pulse excited

state populations and lifetimes. Similarly, absorption measurements

using a tunable dye laser source have yielded detailed information on

the temporal evaluation of copper ground state and metastable state

populations during discharge pulse trains. The absorption measurements

have been taken as a function of tube radius as well, and have confirmed

previous empirical observations that a substantial depletion of axial

densities occurs during a discharge pulse train..

Absorption at line center is often excessive at high densities

and long path lengths, resulting in inadequate transmitted probe signal
levels. This effect usually places an upper limit of ,,io13 cm 3 on the

measurable copper ground state density. With a tunable dye laser source,

however , it is possible to detune the probe laser wavelength from the
absorption line center and obtain useful data in the wings of the absorp-

tion feature despite high absorber densities .

This technique was emp loyed experimentally , and in order to
deconvolute the absorption and source line prof iles a generalized line
ov~rlap computer program was developed. Using measured line profiles,

this program extracted not only density but temperature information

from the experimental data. Thus rather detailed information is avail-

able to describe the temporal and radial development of copper species

during a burst of high prf electrical discharges.

2.2.1 Experimental Apparatus

The facility used for optical diagnostics c f the copper halide

laser is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The copper halide laser test cell

consisted of a longitudinal discharge tube contained within a high

temperature oven . The laser tube was fabricated from 18 mm diameter

quattz , and was 50 cm long. The tube contained CuBr with a few Torr of

18 
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Fig . 2.7. Experimental absorption apparatus showing the dye laser source,
absorption cell container, and multichanne l signal averager.
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I
Ne, and the entire tube was sealed off under ultra—clean conditions. The

experimental measurements were made in the temperature region between

400 and 600°C, where the CuBr density in the cell ranges from about
14 17 —310 to 10 cm . The cell was heated in a thermostatically controlled

oven to assure temperature uniformity. Additional heat was applied near

the optical end—windows of the cell to prevent CuBr condensation. The

tube temperature was monitored by calibrated chromel—alumel thermocouples,

and the temperature was maintained to the cold spot temperature to within

a ±3°C tolerance during spectrosconie mR~surements.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the absorption experiment optical

arrangement and the electronic data processing employed for the burst—

mode density measurements . A Chromatix CMX—4 tunable dye laser operating

at 10 to 15 pulses per second served as the probe laser source, tuned in

wavelength to the desired CuBr discharge absorption feature. This out-

put was divided into two beams, one which passed through the length of

the test cell, and a second reference beam which bypassed the cell.

Both the absorbed and the reference signals were detected by a pair of

matched Hamamatso HTV R617—2 photodiodes . These detected signals were

then directed through a Molectron 12—20 pulse ratiometer to generate the

ratio of absorbed and reference signals, and the pulse averaged ratio

was displayed on a chart recorder. For absorption scans across the tube

radius , the entire oven and tube assembly was translated horizontally .

Fluorescence from the end of the discharge was detected separately through

a ¼ meter monochromotor and an EMI 9526 photomultiplier , and the signal
was then displayed on an oscilloscope.

The timing synchronization and temporal scanning arrangement is

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.9. The dye laser was pulsed at a 10

to 15 Hz rate in synchronism with the 60Hz line frequency , and at the

same time an electronic trigger pulse from the dye laser was applied to

a Hewlett—Packard HP214 pulse delay generator. This signal in turn was

applied to a Princeton App lied Research CW— l variable speed boxcar

L scanning unit to provide a signal whose de1~iy was increasing smoothly

with time . After inputs to a }1P2l4 variable—width square wave generator

20
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I
and a homemade gated pulse generator , the resulting electronic signal

was a high prf burst of pulses whose starting time was being delayed

smoothly with time . The initial delay , the scanning rate, the burst

duration and the intraburst pulse repetition rate could all be varied

independently, and the pulse train was synchronized to the 10 to 15 lIz

pulse rate of the dye laser. This burst of pulses was employed to

trigger a thyratron—switched , high—voltage pulser which powered the

longitudinal discharges within the CuBr test cell.

A typical electrical pulse train consisted of pulses

approximately 100 msec apart (ie: 10 kflz prf) with an overall burst

duration of 5 msec. Under these conditions each burst contained %50

pulses. The pulse trains were separated by ‘~7O msec for a dye laser

pulsing rate of ‘~‘l5Hz, which maintained the CuBr discharge tube at

approximately the same temperature from burst to burst while providing

an acceptably high data aquisition rate. To obtain afterglow population

measurements, the dye laser was first tuned in wavelength to the discharge

absorption feature of interest. As shown diagramatically in Fig. 2.9,

the pulse train sequence was then scanned slowly past the dye laser probe

pulses. Thus the dye laser probed conditions successively closer to the

electrical discharge pulse with each dye laser pulse. In this fashion

the absorption characteristics were measured in reverse time sequence

through the entire burst of discharge afterglows. With the appropriate

reversal of the boxcar delay scanning direction , the absorption scan

could also proceed forward in time through the burst. The resulting

chart recording portrayed the discharge absorptance at the probing

wavelength as a function of time through the burst of electrical pulses.

The spectral profiles of the copper absorption features were

obtained ‘by scanning the dye laser output wavelength slowly across the

discharge absorption line. A line—narrowing etalon was employed to re—

duce the dye laser linewidth to ~~ .4 cm~~ as measured with a scanning
Fabry—Perot interferotneter , and a frequency—doubling KDP cell was em-

ployed to generate the 3248k wavelength required to probe the copper

ground ~~ate.

23 
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In practice , the dye laser wavelength was detun~ 1 from the 3248~ atomic

copper line center because of excessive absorption at line center , and

the number density and temperature were deduced from these measurements

using a versatile line overlap computer program .

2.2.2 Fluorescence Measurements:

The principal copper fluorescence lines monitored experimental ly

are shown in the copper energy level diagram of Fig. 2.10. A near—

ultraviolet resonance line at 324.8 tim connects the 4p
2P upper laser

level to the 4s S
112 ground state. The commonly observed 510.6 nm laser

transition originates from the -same 4p2P level, and terminates on the
9 22 3/2

3d 4s D
512 metastable level. Since these transitions are critically

important in understanding copper laser kinetic relationships , these two

lines were selected for both fluorescence and absorption measurements.

The temporal features of the 324.8nm and 5l0.6nm copper

fluorescence lines are illustrated in Fig. 2.11 for a continuously—

pulsed CuBr + 10 Torr Ar discharge operated in a burst mode. The current

pulse width was ~7O nsec FWHM , and the tube wall temperature was 500
°C.

Each oscillograph was recorded with the same S—13 photomultiplier, and

the nionochromotor slits were adjusted to eliminate photomultiplier

saturation effects. At the second pulse in the train , both the 324.8nm

and 5l0.6nm fluorescence intensities increased in ~l20 nsec to their

peak valves, and thereafter decayed to zero with a time constant of “~150

nsec . These risetimes were noticeably less than the current risetimes.

By the eighth discharge pulse, however, this fluorescence behavior had

changed radically . The 324.8nm intensity rose in “30 nsec to a peak

value about twice that observed on the second pulse , and decayed with a

“.150 nsec time constant . Correspondingly , the SlO .6nrn intensity

exhibited a sharp leading spike of doubled intensity and narrow width ,

followed by a ~l50 nsec decay . Similar temporal profiles were observed

with all successive discharge pulses.
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This behavior can be interpreted in terms of copper bromide

dissociation and copper resonance radiation trapping dynamics . For the

first several discharge pulses insufficient copper ground state atoms

are dissociated to imprison the 324.8nm resonance radiation .

As shown in the following section, the initial 
2
S / copper

12 —3 1,2
ground state density is “40 cm , which is below the radiation trapping

threshold for a 0.9cm diameter discharge vessel. Thus the 
2P
3~,2 

level

is only sparsely excited from the ground state, and this excitation is

rapidly radiated to the 2S1,2 ground and 
2
D
512 

metastable levels.

Evidently no dissocitative excitation of Cu3
Br
3 
produces Cu in the

state , so both the 324.8nm and 5l0.6nm fluorescence rise

slowly to relatively low peak intensities due to subsequent electrical
2

excitation of dissociated Cu ( S
112
) ground state atoms. Thus the first

several electrical pulses are invested primarily in Cu
3

Br
3 
dissociation,

and only relatively lo~ amounts of copper ground state excitation occur

in this untrapped regime.

By the eighth discharge pulse the Cu(2S ) ground state density

has accumulated to ~.l0 cm , as shown in the following section . This

density is above the resonance radiation trapping threshold, and permits
2

substantial excitation to the P
3~,2 

upper laser level because of the

larger initial Cu(2S1/2 ) density and the radiation imprisonment. Thus

both the 324.8nm and 510.6uin fluorescence rises to their peak values in

times comparable to the discharge current risetime , and these peaks are

twice those attained in the untrapped regime. The 510.6nxn transition

develops a large stimulated emission component as the 
2
P population

becomes inverted with respect to the B
512 

population , and a rapid
depletion of the upper laser level is observed. At this point , a strong

longitudinal superradiance is observed experimentally at the 510.6um

wavelength

27
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The “'150 nsec fluorescence lifetime varies on~v slightly

with the buffer gas pressure , whereas increased reservoir temperatures

decrease the lifetime slightly . It appears that the 324.8nzn and 5l0.6nm

afterglow fluorescence is dominated by cascading from higher—lying copper

levels formed by slower electron—ion recombination processes . Thus the

150 nsec fluorescence lifetime should be interpreted as an upper limit to

the radiative lifetime .

2.2.3 Absorption Measurements

For ground state density measurements as a function of time

the Chromatix CMX—4 dye laser was employed without etalon narrowing.

Under these conditions , the full width at half maximum for 1W operation

was 5.6ci.
1 
or 0.59L This width was large enough that the dye laser

line shape could be measured with a one meter monochrometer having a

resolution of “0.3cm
1. The line intensity profile measured experimen-

tally to a value “10% of the peak height . For computational purposes,

this shape was extended with Lorentzian tails to “'0.5% of the peak

height .

Using the technique described in appendix D , the optical trans-

mission can be calculated as a function of copper vapor density for

various values of the dye laser center frequency . The results of such

a calculation are shown in Figure 2.12. It was necessary in some cases

to use the dye laser offset from the copper absorption line in order to

measure vapor densities at higher values. Although the transmission

depends somewhat on temperature as well as density , calculations indicate

that for the dye laser operating without etalon narrowing, the transmission

is insensitive to temperature. Thus the transmission can be considered

a function of only the density .

For obtaining line shape information about the copper

absorption and for measuring these low densities of the metastable level,

it was necessary to use the dye laser with a line narrowing etalon . In

this case the line shape of the dye laser was measured using a scanning

Fabry—Perot etalon . These measurements were made in the visible.

28
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The full width at half maximum was measured to be 0.18 cm 1. The height

of the intensity profile was measured to ~‘l0% of the peak height;

Lorentzja~ tails were fitted to the experimental values and extended to

“'0.5% of the peak height . For use in the UV it was not possible to

measure the etalon—narrowed width directly. Since the UV output is

produced by intracavity doubling from the visible , the UV line shape

was taken to be that measured in the visible with a multiplying factor

of 1.8. This factor , rather than 2, is given by the manufacturer and is

presumably a result of the nonlinear characteristics of the doubling

process.

Using the scanning provision of the dye laser , the absorption

profile of the copper vapor could be mapped out. The use of these pro-

files to extract both temperature and number density is discussed in

Appandix D. In Figure 2.13 the results of a typical series of measure-

ments in the afterglow of a 2 as burst are shown , The times indicated

are the intervals between the last current pulse in the burst and the

measured line profile . The splitting seen at the longer times , i.e. lower

densities , is due to the copper ground state hyperfine splitting of

“'0.4cm
1
. In these runs the data is displayed as a fractional , or per

cent , transmission . The pulsed ratio detector could also be used in an

optical density mode and using this, peak optical densities of .01 to

4.0 could be measured corresponding to copper densities of ,~,l0
].0 

to
16 —310 cm

In order to determine the ground state and metastable copper

densities from the absorption measurements , the line profiles of the

probing source and absorbing medium must be known. The pulsed copper

bromide discharge has a time dependent gas temperature . The copper ground

state and metastable state have broadening and splitting terms some of which

are temperature dependent , such as Dopp ler and Van Der W8A1 and some of which

are not , such as natural , resonance and hvperfire. Thus , the absorption

profiles cannot be expressed simp ly as a single time independent Voigt pr~-

file . A computer program for the data reduction has been developed to

calculate the Cu densities and gas temperatures simultaneously and the

detail description Is included in Appendix D.
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Fig. 2.13. Measured Cu ground state absorption shapes as a function of
wavelength at various times in the afterglow of pulsed CuBr
laser discharges.
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The absorption signal decay after the current pulse of a

particular copper atomic state is governed by the relationship

— d(Cu) 
= (Cu) y 1 

(2—1)

where

y = 1 kQ (Q) 4 + Tdif

is the natural radiative lifetime and r is the diffusion time.rad dif
The K

Q 
s are collisional quenching rate constants, and the (Q~s are the

quenchant densities, such as the buffer gas, CuBr or Br
2
. Since con-

densation and trimerization times are long compared to the time constants

measured on the basis of gas kinetic rates , these two effects have been

neglected . 
- 
The electrical discharge indiscriminately excites the copper

to a multiplicity of higher lying levels. Therefore, the feeding effect

in Eq. (2—1) will partially contribute to the decay time constant.

2.2.3.1 Ground State Density

The temporal behavior of the Cu ground state absorption in

Fig. 2.14 was observed consistently in continuously—pulsed CuBr laser

discharges with Ne buffer gas pressures between 5 and 50 Torr and

operating temperatures ranging from 400°C to 550°C. The gradual increase

in absorption in the beginning of the burst can be attributed to the

build—up of the ground state copper atoms . Since the decay time constant

of the ground state copper atoms is longer than the pulse separation time,

the copper density can accumulate from pulse to pulse.
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However , after some 10 to 15 pulses depletion processes caused by gas

heating and radial cataphorestic pumping start to remove copper atoms

from the centrol care of the discharges . Fig. 2.15 shows the ground

state copper atom absorption as a function of time at various positions

along the radius and, Figs . 2.16 and 2.17 show the temporal evolution of

copper atom radial density distributions in the build—up and afterglow

regimes, respectively. The steady state copper ground state density

has a local minimum at the center axis, and a maximum nearly halfway

between the center axis and the wall. The severity of this density

depletion depends on the total CuBr density and input power. In some

cases, when the temperature is low (ie : low CuBr density) and the input

power is high, the copper atoms at the center can be depleted to such a

large extent that laser emission occurs only around the edges of the

discharge , resulting in a doughnut—shaped pattern of laser emission with

a “black hole” at the center.

-j The envelope of the ground state copper density at the central

axis as a function of time in the burst for different temperatures and

input power levels is shown in Fig. 2.18. A CuBr laser tube filled with

4 Torr of Ne heated to 450°C requires 5 current pulses atlOO mj/pulse

(lnF at 14kv) to saturate the ground state copper density. The copper

ground state density then decays to a steady state value of “' 4 x l0
14
cm 3.

As the temperature increases to 55C°C it takes at least 20 pulse before

the depletion effects reduce the copper density significantly.

It is interesting to note that at low operating temperature~s,

the steady state copper ground state density is actually higher at low

input power than at high input power. This depletion effect is evidently

responsible for the observed optimum input power level for a given

operating temperature in copper lasers . The laser output increases with

the input power up to the optimal input level, and then the output starts

to decrease with input power as the density depletion becomes substantial.

At ‘ . ~gher temperatures and with moderate input power level where the de-

pletion effect is not significant , a higher energy per pulse can be

obtained with good beam quality .
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Fig . 2.16. Measured copper ground state density radial profiles at
various times in the buildup regime of pulsed CuBr laser
discharges.
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Fig. 2.17. Measured copper ground state density radial profiles at various
t imes in the afterglow of pulsed CuBr laser discharges.
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From Fig. 2.14, one can observe two decay time constants

for the ground state copper density , namely, a very fast time constant

L I innnediatelv following cessation of the current pulse , followed by a

gradual transition into a slower (%200 usec) decay . Fig. 2.19 shows the

measured ground state density of a CuBr + 10 Torr Ne laser mixture at

550°C with a quasi—continuous pulsed electrical input of “100 mJ per pulse.

For discharge dimension of 25 cm long and 1.8 cm diameter , this corres-

ponds to an input pulse energy density of 1.6 mJ cm
3
. The initial

copper ground state density reaches 6 x iol6 cm 3 and decays with a time

constant of T ‘
~.‘ 55ps. In the first 60 psec, the decay rate of the copper

ground state atoms fits a straight line on a semilogarithmic plot, but

after “60 psec , the decay rate decreases and can be fitted with a ‘~l60
psec time constant .

The destruction rate of the copper ground state is governed by

either diffusion and /or chemical recombination . Varying the Ne gas

pressure from 5 to 50 Torr has only a slight effect on the decay rate of

copper ground state atoms. Since the measured decay time constants are

too fast for atoms diffusing through a 10 Torr Ne buffer gas 
~
T
D”1 tnsec),

one can infer that the diffusion process plays only a minor role in the

Copper ground state removal process. On the other hand , atoms react with

Br
2 
molecules with a reaction rate given by

y = n v a , (2—2)

where n is the density of the Br
2 
molecules, is the average velocity

between colliding particles , and a is the total reaction cross section .

Thus , the recotnbination rate y is proportional to the product of the Br2
density and the square root of temperature , since ~ ~,ff .
The two different decay rates for the Cu ground state density can be

correlated with the time dependent changes in the Br2 
density and tht gas

terrperature .
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Fig. 2.19. Measured copper ground state and metastable state densities
as a function of time in the afterglow of pulsed CuBr laser
discharges. 
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After the gas temperature reaches equilibrium , the Br2 
density approaches

a constant steady state value . If the recombination cross section o

is independent of the collision energy , the reaction rate for

Cu + Br2~ CuBr + Br — (2.3)

should vary linearly with the square root of temper-

ature. Figure 2.20 shows the ground state copper density decay as a

function of time for various reservoir temperatures. The measured

decay t ime constants  decrease gradually with increasing temperature,

and the reaction rate y plotted against the square root of this

temperature in (°K) forms the straight line shown in Fig. 2—21. The

recombination rate coefficient estimated from this plot is in the range
—13 3 —1

of 10 cm sec , if one assumes a Br
2 vapor equilibrium vapor pressure

of ‘~‘l Torr in the discharge afterglow .

Copper , similar to the alkali and thallium atoms, has one

relatively loosely bound outer electron which participates in the

collision process. Therefore , some properties derived from these atoms

for collisions with halogen molecules may also be applicable to copper.

There are, however , some significant differences between the alkali atoms

and copper. The alkali halide molecules are known to be predominately

ionically bound , and indeed copper can participate in ionic interactions

with halogen atoms and molecules . But the ground state of copper bromide

is predominant ly covalent
2 like the thallium halides . Thus copper and

thallium might be expected to display reaction similarities. The

estimated value of the reaction rate coefficient for the (Cu + Br2-’- CuBr

+ Br) reaction is not unreasonable in comparison with the reaction rates

of alkali and halogen and of thallium and halogen .
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Fig. 2.20. Measured ground state copper density at various wall tempera-
tures as a function of time in the afterglow of pulsed CuBr
laser discharges.
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2.2.3.2 Metastable State Density

The measured copper metastable density as a function of time

after each current pulse is shown in Fig. 2—19 (b) . The 2D
512

metastable density reaches an initial value of 4 x l013/cm
3
, and decays

rapidly with a time constant of 9.7 psec. Since the radiative lifetime

of the copper metastable is a few msec and the time for copper atoms to

diffuse through a 10 Torr Ne toward the wall also takes about one msec ,

the 9.7 psec metastable decay time constant must be due to either

collisional deactivation or recombination of the copper metastables with

bromine molecules. It is very difficult to distinguish the effects of

collisional deactivation and chemical recombination unless one can

accurately monitor the buildup of the Cu ground state. Since the number

density of copper ground state atoms generated by the electrical dis—

charge is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of the metastable

atoms, it is not possible to measure precisely any buildup of the ground

state density from the process

CuM + M + Cu + M (2.4)

The measured decay time constant is thus some undetermined

combination of both collisional deactivation and chemical recombination.

However, if metastable 
2
D and 

2
D copper atoms are deactivated

through Br
2 
collisions in the same fashion as the thallium P

3,2
metastable is deactivated by 12 , then the chemical recombination process

can be eliminated for copper metastables.

By invoking this analogy with thallium metastable deactivation ,

one can conclude that the dominant copper metastable process is

Cu (2D ‘
) + Br Cu (2 ) (2.5)

+8r2 + L~E ( V ib )  + L~E(Kin)

The measured quenching rate constant for the copp.!r metastable atom is on

the order of 3 x 10
12 

cm
3 
sec 1

, which is comparable to the quenching

rate constant of Cu(
2
D
512

) by 02 obtained by Trainer.
6
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Since the decay time constant for the copper metastable is much

shorter than the time between pulses , there is no accumulation of

Cu(2D
512) atoms when the CuBr laser is operated at repetition rates as

high as 20KHz . Thus, the cumulative buildup of copper metastables

contributes very little to the observed deterioration in the continuously

pulsed CuBr lasers. The deactivation of the copper laser level is

sufficiently rapid to prevent bottlenecking effects even at rather high

pulse repetition rates , and the observed degradation of laser perform—

ance can be attributed almost entirely to thermal or cataphoretic

effects which deplete the copper density on the tube axis.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experimental studies performed under this

contract have clarified the underlying physical processes involved in the

cyclic operation of copper halide lasers:

(1) Dissociation and Excited State Production: The buildup

over many discharge pulses of the fluorescence intensity and the gradual

change of the excited state lifetime due to trapping , indicate that the

discharge does not produce excited state copper directly from the copper

halide molecule. Rather the copper is produced initially as ground

state atoms with excitation to excited states occurring by successive

pulses.

(2) Excited State Lifetime: The lifetime of the copper upper

laser level after  lasing is observed to be very long compared to known

radiative lifetimes , even with trapping effects included. This time is

the same as that observed in fluorescence from states above the laser

excited state. Thus the upper laser level appears to be generated , at

least in part , by a complicated series of cascading steps from still

higher—lying levels.

(3) Metastable Lifetime: The metastable population is observed

to decay with a lifetime of “-‘10 i.~s. The decay of the metastable level

appears to be controlled by collisions with halogen molecules rather

than by diffusion to the walls , since the optimum frequency as determined

in our experiments and in other laboratories is independent of tube dia-

meter. This has important consequences for the copper halide system via

a vis the copper vapor laser. The copper vapor laser evidently cannot be

scaled beneficially to larger diameters since the metastable level is

quenched by diffusion to the walls. This tendency results in lower opera-

ting frequencies for larger diameter tubes , and thus lower average speci-

fic power. The copper halide laser does not suffer from this limitation ,

and therefore appears to offer substantial promise in applications where

high frequencies (10—25 KHz) are permitted or required . 

_1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



(4) Copper Ground State Lifetime: The temporal decay of the

copper ground state density has at least two time constants. A rather

rapid rate with a time constant of “ ‘35 ps is most evident during the

burst , with a longer time constant of “ ‘120 ps most evident in the after-

glow. The decay rates seem to be only weakly dependent on buffer gas

pressure, and are too rapid for diffusion. The ground state lifetime

appears to be controlled by chemical recoinbination with the halogen, and

the two or more time constants are reasonably consistent with measured

gas temperatures as discussed in Appendix D. Because of the cylindrical

geometry of the longitudinal discharge and the radial pumping effects,

the description of the decay rates of both copper density and temperature

is very complicated and at this point must remain qualitative.

(5) Copper Ground State Densities: The most significant result

to emerge from these studies is the evidence for the depletion of copper

ground state atoms from the core of the discharge. The evolution of the

copper density with respect to both time and radial position clearly

inaicates that after an initial buildup , a redistribution of the copper

atoms occurs which produces a core density significantly lower than the

maximum value. This diminution , which would not have time to occur in

the double—pulsed mode , is apparently the source of the limitation of..

specific output pulse energy in the multiply—pulsed mode. Circumventing

this effect by raising the temperature and , hence, the density is not

entirely effective. In the copper halide laser, the increase in halide

and halogen density results in discharge instabilities. In the copper

vapor laser, the temperatures required would be incompatible with the

laser tube ’s materials properties.

At this point we are not able to determine the relative roles

of ambipolar diffusion and the radial temperature gradient in establishing

the axial deplet ion of copper atoms. Because the effect increases with

input power , the axial depletion is also probably responsible for the

observed fact that the output energy tends to saturate with input power .

so that the efficiency of copper and copper halide lasers decreases at

higher energy loadings. In the longitudinal discharge configuration , the

copper or copper halide laser appears to be limited to specific pulse
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energies of 5—10 pJ cm 3 if conversion efficiencies of “-‘1% are required .

In a transverse discharge configuration , cataphoretic and thermal gradient

effects would be greatly reduced and significantly higher energies may be

obtained. Operation of a transverse discharge with high energy loading

at 500—700°C and low pressures presents formidible technological problems ,

but we feel that given sufficient resources it is technically feasible.

The studies carried out under this contract have significantly increased

the understanding of the laser kinetics of the copper halide laser . As

a result of this increased understanding , it is recommended that in its

longitudinal discharge configuration, the copper halide laser should be

developed as a moderate to high power , high PRF , high efficiency laser

in a long—lived , sealed—off system , where mission requirements are com—

patible with such a system. If high energy , compact systems are of

sufficient importance, the development of a transverse discharge embodi—

ment should be pursued .
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APPENDIX A

Axial cataphoresis effects in continuously pulsed copp er
halide Iasers*

C. S. Liu , 0. W. Feldman , J. L. Pack, and L. A. Weaver
Westinghouse Research L.aboratories. Pitt sb urgh. Pen nsylsa n ia 15235

(Recer’~ed 28 June 1976~ in final form 30 August 1976)

II has been observed in a continuously pulsed copper halide laser that laser performance deteriorates
rapidly due to axial cataphoresis effects- Dissociated copper ions are pumped cataphoretically towar d the
cathode by the applied electric field. causing nonuniform laser discharges and preferential copper
condensation near the cathode. These effects can be eliminated experimentally by aller-nating the polarity of
the applied voltage either mechanically or electronically. This improvement permits long-lived copper
halide laser operating at average power levels an the l—lO.W range.

PAC S numbers: 42.55 .Hq, 51.50.+v , 82-45.+z

I. INTRODUCT ION CuBr + 10 Torr He at 525 °C displayed the intense
greenish emission characteristic of atomic copper ,Copper laser emission at 510. 6 and 578. 2 nm has whereas the anode region emitted primarily the pinkish-been reported from copper halide: noble gas discharges blue radiation of a bromine-helium discharge. Fu rther-

in all-hot sealed-off quartz discharge tubes for both more , the maximum laser output pulse energy c~ tained
double-pul sed”2 and multiply pulsed 3 electrical excita- under continuous lO-kHz pulsed operation was initially
tion . Recently we have observed the development of only one-third that obtained from double-pulse excita -.
severe axial density gradients in similar longitudinal tion , indicating that nonoptimum laser inversion condi-
laser tubes when l0-kHz pulsed excitation was app lied tions existed along the tube length . Laser Output and
continuously for extended periods of time. This effect is discharge stability degraded further as pulsing con-
attributed to axial cataphorests forces 4” within the tinued , and emission finally ceased afte r several hours• 
copper halide discharge , and results in degraded laser of operation. Upon examination afte r cooling, the cath-
performance and the eventual cessation of laser emis- ode region was found to be coated with a dark metallic
sion after only a few hours of operation. This paper de- material identified as copper by chemical analysis ,scribes the observed laser system behavior and its whereas the remainder of the tube interior was clear.
physical origins, and suggests a simple method for This film was dissolved by treatment with full-strength
nullifying these potentially deleterious discharge sulphuric acid , but the quartz wall near the cathode re-
effects. tam ed a reddish tint due to diffusion of copper ions into

the quartz lattice , replacing alkali ions such as Na
II.  AXIAL CATAPHORESIS EFFECTS within the quartz . Reconstitution of the copper bromide

Axial cataphoresis occurs in multicompc’nent gas dis- was Obtained by heating the unopened tube for several
charges when the most easily ionized species drifts as da ys without a discharge , although the quartz reddening
a positive ion towards the cathode due to the applied near the cathode appeared to be irreversible .
axial electrical field. In both copper halide and pure Since the laser tubes were entirely sealed and oper-coppe r lasers with noble gas buffers the copper atom ated with both windows and electrical feedthroughs athas the lowest ionization potential (7 . 72 eV), and con- temperatures of -525 ‘C , the copper bromide vaporsequently copper atoms accumulate in the cathode re- 

pressure and condensation zone in the absence of dis-gion after ion drift and subsequent electron-ion recom- 
charges were controlled by the .c525 °C “cold spot”binati on. The resultant cathode-directed copper density 
located midway between the anode and cathode. Thus thegradient is likely accompanied by a similar axial gradi - 
copper deposition near the cathode can be attributed toent itt the electron density , as has been measured in 
discharge-induced cataphoretic forces which pump thelongitudinal He-Xe laser discharges. 6 Since current 
copper In directions opposing normal thermal di f fus iondensity is conserved along the tube , this implies an forces. Although these forces exist in all copper andoppositely directed gradient in the electron drift veloci- copper halide discharge lasers , their effects are typi-ty and mean electron energy . Thus excitation effic ien- cally masked by other processes. For example , double-d e s  and laser inversion densities can vary significantly pulse excita tion of copper halide discharges~~’ at lowfrom anode to cathode in laser discharges dominated by repetition rates introduces c :itaphoret ic forces las t ingcataphoretic pumping of the laser species. In addition , only a few hundred nanoseconds per pulse , which isnonvolatile species such as copper atoms condense on typically insufficient to establish observable axial densi-the cold walls near the cathode , constituting a possibly ty gradients. Under mult iply and continuously pulsedirreversible loss of laser mater ia l  from the discharge conditions the cumulat ive effects  of axial cata phoresisregion, are usually obscured in noniso therma l  coppe r halide~~~

2
Axia l  nonuniformi t ies  and preferential  copper deposi- and pure copper 3 °  lasers by massive thermal  di f fus ion
t ion near  the cathod e were observed under continuously if the laser mate r ia l  to room temperature feedthrough
pulsed lO -kH z  electr ica l  excitation of copper halide and window r ee ton s .  However , substantial degradation

• lasers .  Af ter  only a few seconds of operation , the of the copper populat ion Invers ion  densi ty  in the anod e
cathode region of 25 cm x1 .8 cm diameter discha rges ira region and preferent ia l  copper condensation in the cath-
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ode region very likely occur in such multiply pulsed mained at the reduced value observed previou sly for
lasers , contributing to decreased energy ou tput , effi - continuously pulsed copper halide lasers.
ci ency , and tube l if et in ie .  A more .i~tvanced electrical pulsing unit which pro-

These axial cataphoresis effects in longitudinal dis- vides pol .irity reversal automatically on al ternate  elec-

ch arg es  can be estimated by considering a quasi neutra l t r ical  pulses has also been designed and te sted, This

a i - a k lv  ionized plasma within a low-pressure laser mix- pulser operates at repetition rates UI) to 20 kHz on a

t u r e  -.~those majori ty species is a noble gas , and whose continuous basis , and for the nominal 10-kHz pulsing

ion iz a t ion  occurs predominantly from the minori ty rates emp loyed during laser discharge tests the corre-

co7-~er -.pecies . By ignoring transverse density gradi-  spondint~ polarity reversal t ime of 100 ~zsec is sigrn fi -

ent s and axial gradients in the applied electric field F cantly shorter than the typical cataphoretic separation

it can be shown that  the steady-state axial distribution t ime 7 260 ~sec. Thus for the 0 1% duty cycle corre-
- - of th e copper ion plus neutral  density ‘i (z )  15 ri . I~~ 

sponding to l00-nsec current pulses , the harmfu l
effects of axial cataphoresis should he nullified corn-

ol U - - ‘i (O ) exp (— i 7 z ) , (1) pletely. This has been confirmed in recent tests with

where continuously pulsed alternating polarity discharges in
CuBr - 10 Torr Ne at operating temperatures of 525 ‘C

6 11 . 605 .E , ’T, (2) An all-hot 25-cm-long laser discharge tube has been

and u( O) is the steady-state density at the cathode , ~ is 
operated for cumulative times of 50 h without any ob-

the axial distance fro m the cathode, ~ is the degree of 5~~~’ab~~ copper deposition near the electrode end bulbs .

ionization , and T~ is the gas temperature.  Here it is It is suggested on the basis of these experiments that

assumed that both temperatures and diffusion coefficient practical long-lived high-average-power copper halide

cients are equal in neutral and ionic copper , and the and pure copper laser systems must incorporate design

Einstein relationship ’9 has been employed to express features such as electrical polarity reversal in order

Eq. (2) in terms of the particle temperature . For the to eliminate the otherwise deleterious effects of axial

conditions of this experiment , the discharge length is 
cataphoresis upon laser p erformance and operating

s = L - = 2O cm , y~ ’S” I 0 3, Eg l O O V c m 3 , and T~ 
lifetime.
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Kinetic Processe s in Continuously Pulsed Copper
Halide Lasers

C. S. LIU , D. W. FELDMAN, JOHN L. PACK, SENIOR M E M B E R , IEEE ,

AND LELLAND A. WEAVER, SENIOR MEMBE k . IEEE

Abstract—Absorption measuaement s in the afterglow of electrically considerable attention in recent years [1] —[10] , primarily due
excited cotilse! halide laser mix tures axe descilbed. Ground state and to the substantially lower operating temperatures associated
metastab le copper density decay rates determine the optimum delay for with the more volatile halide species. This approach permitsapplication of a second electrical pulse. Output energy dencitles of
45 s.J -cm ’ have been observed for single.pulse condi tions. Gas tern- the use of standard quartz discharge tube technology rather
perstufe increues limit the electrical pulse energy which can be applied than the ceramic envelopes required with metallic copper
on a continuou s basis, and In this regim e the output energy densi ty Is [11)  — [14] ,  and laser performance characteristics have been
reduced to - ‘-‘Il gi cm~ due to the decreased pulse energy and cumu - found to be generally equivalent to the higher temperature
lative population effects. Therm il gradients and radial cataphore~is are pure copper systems. In particular , both approaches have dem-suWsted as explana tions foe observed transient effects in the multi-
pulse output envalope, Avenge 5106 A power levels of 1.34 w at o.~ 

onstrated laser volumetri c energy yields exceeding35i.tJ ‘ cm ”3

percent effIcIency were observed within 18 kHz burst.mode pulses ap. in a single laser output pulse [31, [5], [14] , and in recent cx-
plied at low duty cycle. periment s we have observed outputs as high as 70 pJ ‘cm ”3

from a double-pulsed copper iodide laser tube . While these re-
sults are very encouraging for high average power applications ,I. INT R ODUCTION
considerable caution must be exercised in extrapolating these

‘ “ ~HE use of copper halides to obtai n pulsed 5106 ~ and single laser pulse experiments into the multipu l se regime. We
j  5 782 A lase r emission from atomic copper has received have found that certain cumulative effects in copper halide la-

ser discharges render the burst-nio~e and cont inuous l y pulsed
Manu script received October 27 , 1976; revised April 25 , 1977 . This systems significantly different from the double-pulsed systems.

work was suppo rted in part by the Office of N aval Rese arch under Con- Moreover , the substantially high er aver age power dissi patio n stract N00014.74-C-0443.
The auth ors are with Westinghouse Research Laboratories , Pittsburgh , and axia l gas temperatures of multiply-pulsed discharges alter

PA 15235. both the spatial and tempo r al distr ibution of laser species in
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copper halide laser discharges. These et ’# ects vary wtth reser-
s’oir temperature and the electrical pulse spacing. and generally ~~~~~~~~ ‘-

reduce the single pulse solumetric energy yield b~ factors as ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~. ~~~ “

high as in the multioulse regime. Thus, the use of single-pulse “I” .~ - 
I

laser energies and optimum pulse separations to predict the as’- __________ __________ 

erage output  levels available from continuously pulsed copper - 
L ~~~~~~~~~ H 

‘ - 
~~~ 

-

halide lasers is invalid , and typicall y overestimates observed 
_______ ______

multipulse performance by a factor of 5. c’~~
The explanation for this observed behavior resides in the

production and destruction rates of the coppe r laser species
and the ir accumulation throughout the temporal evolution of ~~ Ch ~ i

. . Soxcir inheg ritor
a series of electncal pulses. In addition , radial temperature ,,at . I

and charged particle gradients can result in dep letion of the
Rxcorder Og Uovw,

axial copper density due to thermal diffusion and radial cata-
phoresis forces. Copper ground state and metastable density Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used to mea~measurements in the afterglow of pulsed copper halide laser sure absorption in pulsed copper halide laser aftergiows.
discharges reveal that for pulse repetition rates of about 16 kHz,
the metastable density decays to negligible levels between absorption of the copper ground state is so high that any nar~
pulses , whereas copper ground state densities accumulate to row line at the center of the copper line will be totally absorbed.
about twice their initial value throughout the course of a pulse Greater accuracy can be obtained under these circumstances
train. Howcver, it is shown that the application of equivalent with the broad spectroscopic source from the xenon short arc.
single-pulse electrical energies on a continuous basis results in In the low density region (n ~ 1052 cm ”3 ), the very narrow
excessive gas heating which degrades the laser output .  This line from copper hallow cathode lamp can significantly im-
necessi tates a reduction of the applied electrical pulse energies prove the sensitivity of ground state density measurements ,
by a factor of typically 10 in the multipulse case to m ain t ain The second copper halide laser was employed to measure the
the gas temperature within tolerable limits. It is the conbma- absorption from the copper metastable state . The transmitted
tion of the copper multipulse accumulation factor and the re- sign als were detected by a gated S-5 response photomult ipl ie r
quired reduc tion in electrical pulse energy which yields the ob- and a 0.5 Jarrell-Ash Ebert monochromator. The absorption
served factor of 5 reduction in the volumetric energy yield for measurements could not be performed immediately after the
these systems. The laser efficiency remains unchanged by these discharge pulse because the spontaneous emission from the
effects. The explanation of this multipulse behavior indicates copper halide d ischarge at both 3247 A and 5106 A was much
that significant improvements in continuously operating cop. more intense than that from the source in most cases. The
per halide lasers can be effected by more advanced system de- afterglow radiation decayed rapidly in a few tens of microsec-
signs which minin’uze atomic copper losses and gas temperature onds , and the electronic circuitry used in the gated photomul-
increases. tipliei tube extended the signal decay to several tens of micro-

seconds. These effects prevented accurate measurement of the
II , E X P E R I M E N T A L  APPARATUS afterglow absorption characteristics during the first SO ja s: con-

The laser discharge tubes employed in these experiments are sequently , absorption measurements are reported only for per-
similar to those described previously [1] -[3]. The tube en- iods beyond this 50 ~as region.
velopes and windows are formed from fused silica , with mo- Ground state and metastable copper densities were corn-
lybdenu m used for electrodes and feedthroughs. These fabrica- puted from the measured absorption by employin g the meth-
tion techniques permit all-hot operation of the copper halide ods described by Mitchell and Zemansky [15] . The absorp-
laser mtxtures within a completely sealed-off enclosure. Thus , tion coefficien t of the copper ground state or metastable state
the temp erature distr ibution and vapor pressure can be con- is given by the Voigt profile which includes the effects of
trolled q uite precisely, In order to maintain external control Doppler , natural resonance , and Van derWaa lbroaden tng. The

t he tube temperature , the entire assembly is placed within a radial variation of the gas temperature within the discharge cell
thre e-zone thermostaticall y controlled oven , and th e thermal was assumed to be parabolic in accordance with classical heat
cuntr i but ion from the laser discharge is minimized by restrict-  flow relations. In addition , the te mporal variation of the tern-

~ng the electrical pulse input to double-pulse or burst-mode cx- perat ure in the afterglow region was computed from classical
Li ta t i on  at low overall dut~ cycle , thermodynamic relationship s and included in the Doppler

The experimental appara t us  is shown schematically in Fig. 1. broade ning portion of line profil e for m ulation. For the sake
Copper ground state and metastable state densities were mea- of sim plicity, the hyperfine s t ructure  and isotope shift were
sured as a function of time after  the first discharge pulse using not considered in the calculation ,
either a xenon short arc lamp ,  a Westi n ghouse copper hollow A calibrated ITT FW 1 l4A pho lods de s~as employ ed to

cathode discharge lamp, or a second copper halide laser as the measur e the laser output energy and multi ple pulse outputs  of
spectros copic source. The selection of the spectroscopic source the copper halide laser discharges. Gas filling and e l e ct i tc a l

~ as based on the wavelength studied and the number density pulsin g techniques were identical to those described prev i~ ’is ly
measured. In the high density region (n ~ 10’ ~ cm ”3 ). the (1] — ( 3 ] .

L_ ~~~1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~—— —‘-“~~
-‘----- - - -——-— .“ -- . -,-— --,—-.
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III , EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANt ) DIscussIoN
A. Laser Kinetic Effects
The various physical processes which influence excited state

species populations in coppe r halide lasers are illustrated sche- ~‘I .S~~
5 ‘\

\
matically in the simplified energy level diagram of Fig. 2. Cop-
per bromide is used here as an example, although the same . .~~ ,~~~~~,,.,

comments apply to the iodide and chloride as well. Dissocia- -~~

tion of the initial halide molecule requires about 2.5 eV [16) , I

and occurs within the discharge by either a dissociation pulse - :~~ .
for double-pulse excitation or the previous few electrical pulses jc ~s, uoiesulxr
in CW or burst-mode excitation. The atomic copper 4s 2S 512 Gr ound Stile

ground sta te is then excited to the 4p2P3~ and 4p2P~ cop- C~~8 r . e - C u .B r o e

per resonance levels by direct electron impact requiring ‘-3.8 eV. 
~
. Cu ~~- Cue” o lr~ sia A L1s~5

Laser em i ssion at the 5106 A and 5782 A t ransit ions occurs from , xx, 
~~~~~~ on

these resonance levels to the 3d’4s2 2 D 5~, and 3d
94s2 2D 3,, . . . . -Fig. 2. Simplified energy level diagram for the copper bromid e laser

copper metastable levels, respectively. Since the copper meta- system.
stables are destroyed only by wall or gas collisions, their rapid
accumulation due to the stimulated emission process termi-
nates laser emission within approximately 10-SO ns. Subse- 10

quent laser output pulses must await removal of the metastable ~~~~~~ stule

“bottleneck,” which occurs in typically 10-100 ~ts by wall or
gas collisions. The ground state copper atoms are then avail - - 

I

able for subsequent reexcitation, or alternatively, they suffer 1~~use~ 
‘-“'‘~r, 

-

recombination with halogen particles to reconstitute the origi- Laser Tube Oi=ii ”’ r’
IC Ter ,Deral ureo5i ’ C Inal copper halide starting species. D o s  toergs n ..,”ic~rr~

3 
-

The recombination process is usually quite long, requiring 
~ 

c u t .  ID To~ Ar -

from 0.1 to I ms to remove the ground state copper species. i,, 
I

Thus, copper atoms are recycled through the excitation, las- \ 
~~~~ 

I 
I

ing, and deactivation sequence many times before the initial
2.5 eV dissociation energy investment is lost due to recombi- 

- -nation. When this recycling occurs, the system inefficiency 
1 — — -

due to the dissociation requiremen t is diminished substantially, I - ~~~~ Pa ’Iur

and the principle sources of the laser cycle inefficiency are - -

those experienced in pure copper systems, namely, the electri-
cal excitation efficiency factor , the frac tion of excited copper -

atoms available for lasin g before xnetastable bottlenecking, 
IO I2L_ ~~~ ~L...L

and the “—L4 eV lost due to metastable deactivation [11], 50 I~~ ‘~ - ~5C - ‘  -

I r-Ie SlIer ~ ,, axial is” ~‘ 155 ~55~(Thus, the conversion efficiency in copper halide systems is ex-
pected to be comparable to tha t obtained in pure copper lasers , Fig. 3, Measured ground state and metastable copper densities aa a

as observed in practice (8] , [17) . function of tim e in the afterglow of pulsed copper iodid e discharges.

However, the decay rates of copper ground state and meta-
stable atoms greatly influence the observed laser behavior , es- mum tolerable ground state density of “—3 )( 10~~ cm 3 for
pecially in the multipulse regime. Fig. 3 shows the measured the laser threshold. Thus , the afterglow kinetics of the copper
ground state and metastable densities in the afterglow of a system can be visualized as opening a tempo r al window which
Cul + 10 torr Ar laser mixture subjected to a single electrical permits laser inversions when metastable densities fall below
pulse of 2.7 J. For discharge dimensions of 30cm length and -~— iO ’~ cm

”3 . and closing thi s window to extinguish lase r emis-
1.1 cm diameter, this corresponds to a dissociation pulse en- sion when ground state densities Ia)] below —3 ~ IO ’~ cm

”3 .
ergy density of 95 mJ -cm ”3 . The 3d 94s 3 2 D 512 metastable The delay in opening the window is determined pnmarily by
density decays rapidly with a time constant of about 15 ~.is for the 15 Its metastable decay rate , and the window closing is de-
these conditions, and starting at ~-‘80 

~ into the afterglow termined primarily by the 140 M~ ground state decay rate.
copper laser emission at 5106 A can be observed upon appli’ Since the population density excited to copper upper laser leve l
cation of a second electncal excitation pulse . This is inter- by the succession of electrical pulses depends upon the ground
preted as specifying a maximum tolerable metastable density state density left over from previous pulses, the ground state
of -l0~ cm ”3 for threshold lase r conditions. Beyon d this copper density can be interpreted as a measure of the available
time, laser emission is available until the ground state 4s 2 S112 upper laser level density. In this example, the maximum laser
copper density becomes insufficient to sustain threshold pop- output energy is obtained at “—120 ps after the dissociation
ulation inversion densities. Laser output ceases at about 230 M5 pulse, which corresponds to conditions of maximum differ-
into the afterglow, which is interpreted as specifying a mini- ence between ground state (and presumabl~ the uppe r laser

- — - -  ~~~ -~~~~~ - -—-~~~~ . . .-~~~~~~~~~~~
. . .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.. . . .- .-
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level population) and metastable densities while the window is
open. . ,. ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- -

The threshold for resonance radiation trapping has been es-
tablished 12) as a groun d si.ate copper density of —iO’~ cm 3

for a tube diameter of 1 .1 c ~ . Thus , the observed laser thresh -
hold of ’ -’3 X lO ’~ cm 3 is a factor of 30 higher than the mini-
mum feasible copp~r density required to imprison the 3248 A ~ 2O~C

resonance radiation, indicating that the laser threshold is deter-
mined principally by metastable absorption and optical cavity 

______

losses. In addition , the maximum available copper atom den- s: .~~ .r~ :5 . ~X

sity at the 575°C operating temperature is [2] ‘-lO~
’
~ cm 3 ,

whereas the measured ground state coppe r density extrapc Fig. 4. Laser output energy density as a function of pulse delay in
double-pulsed copper bromide discharges.

lated to zero delay time is ‘—‘3 X l0’~ cm
’-3. Thus, the initial

dissociation fraction is deduced to be -‘--3 percent , and this
fraction falls to —1 percent at the onset of laser threshold. Since ‘

the population densities of the upper and lower laser levels are -

equal at thresl old if degeneracy factors are neglected, the cx-
40citation fraction can also be inferre d by noting that for thresh- =

old conditions, the ground state density is —‘100 times the ~
metastable density. This implies that the upper laser level pop- ~
ulation is about 1 percent of the groun d state density at thresh- ‘

~~

old. Clearly, improvements in both the dissociation and cxci- ~ 20 Laser TuDe ID • 5Mm 
1Te’rlDerature 530’-C

Diss. Energy 187—O c r’stat .ion fractions can effect substantial increases in the laser out- 
~put energy and efficiency. CuBr + l0T Dr r ~e

The afterglow measurements further reveal that for the op 

-

_________________________________________________

timum 120 MS delay , a second laser pulse could be ex tracted 0 50 150 2E 250
Excitation Energy nUt’—

before the temporal window closed , and if the min imum delay
of “-80 ps were employed , about four lase r pulses could be Fig. 5. Laser output energy density as a function of excitation pulse

energy in double-pulsed copper bromide discharges.
generated. Thus, ingorin g the cumulative population effects
of mu1tip~ pulsing, it is evident that an average copper atom
can be recycled up to four times through the laser sequence tor. The laser output energy density rises to its maximum value
before recombination occurs , and pulse repetition rates as high of ‘-45 Mi - cm 3 for an excitation pulse energy density of
as —12 kHz should be available. As shown in the following ‘—20 mJ - cm 3 (0.00 1 ILF capacitor charged to 6.3 kV), and re-
discussion , the cumula tive effects of multiple pulsing serve to mains constant at this value for pulse energies up to ‘-200 mJ -
increase these estimates by producin g a higher level of copper cm ’3 (0.001 pF capac itor charged to 20 kv). Thus , b r a  given
ground state atoms in the steady state. dissociation pulse energy density of 187 ml - cm 3 ,no further

improvement in laser performance is obtained by increasing
B. Multipulse Cumulative Effecrs the excitation pulse energy density beyond about one-tenth of
The actual single-pulse laser output energy density as a func- the dissociation pulse energy density. Evidently, the ground

tion of delay time in the afterglow of a 1,171 dissociation pulse state copper density available for this level of dissociation pro-
is shown in Fig. 4 . In this case , the laser medium is CuBr +10 vides a finite maximum population inversion for excitation
torT He at a cold spot temperature of 530°C , and the discharge pulse energy densities of ~20 mJ - cm -’3 , and beyon d this the
dimensions are 25 cm length and 0.6 cm diameter .  This corre- output saturates because no further copper atoms are available
sponds to a dissociation energy density of 165 mi - cm 3 , for for excitation regardless of pulse energy. Obviously , the most
which the optimum excitation energy density is found to be efficient operating point is just at the knee of the curve in Fig. 5
abo u t one-tenth of this value or 16.5 ml ‘cm 3 . The meta- where the ratio of excitation to dissociation energy densities
stable and ground state density decay rates are 20 and 90 ps is about one-tenth. Under these circumstances , it is possible to
respectively , for this mixture , and as shown in Fig. 4 , the max- obtain single-pulse laser energy densities as high as 7OpJ ‘cm ”3
imum energy output density of ‘-45 i~i ‘cm ”3 is obtained for from small-bore laser tubes ; typical conversion efficiencies
an optimum delay time of ‘-60 ps. Thus , the conversion eff i- are near 0.3 percent ignoring the dissoc iation pulse energy
ciency of the excita Cion pulse alone is -‘--0 .27 percent , although investment.
inclusion of the dissociation pulse energy reduces this efficiency It is tempting to infer from these data that with cont inu-
by more than a factot of 10. ously pulsed excitation , the 45 p1 - cm 3 output energy at an

The variation of laser output energy with excitati on pulse optimum pulse spacing of 60 ps will y ield an ave ’age power of
energy is shown In Fig. 5 for the same discharge tube and a 45 -mi - cm ”3 /60 ps = 0.75 W ‘ cm 3 or 5.3 W for this laser
slightly higher dissociation energy density of 187 mJ - cm 3 tube. h oweve r , this is not observed in practice and is errone-
with the optimum delay time of 60 ps The excitation energy ous because this extrapolation ignores multipuls e cumu l ati se
was chan ged by varying the voltage across the storage capaci- effects , such as gas temp erature increases and axia l densit~ dc.
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FIg. 6. Laser output energy density as a functoon of reservoir temper- ,., 0 in 200 300 115) 500 600 l’s~
ature in double-pulsed copper bromide discharges. T ime isec

Fig 7. Computed copper ground state and metastable densities as a
pletion. For example, the variation of laser output energy den- function of tinse for continuously pulsed discharges in copper bromide
sity with reservoir temperature illustrated in Fig. 6 indicates laser mixtures,

that for a cold-spot temperature rise of less than 100°C , the
output is decreased by a factor of 10 below the optimum ob- This cumulative effect has been investigated by computing
served at 530°C. This behavior is likely due to excited state the relative populations of both ground state and metastable
laser kinetic or gas discharge stability effects at the correspond- copper species subjected to a constant creation rate applied at
ingly higher copper halide densities , and has been observed for 60 ps intervals to simulate repetitive pulsing conditions. The
each of the halide species. This tendency clearly obviates a temporal evolution of these populations is reproduced in Fig. 7
multipulse replication of isolated double-pulse laser conditions , for the 20 and 90 ps decay rates corresponding to metastable
since the cumulative rise in gas temperature at high pulse reps- and ground state densities in CuBr + 10 torr He , respectively.
tition rates would drive the system beyond the optimum reser- It is seen that copper metastable densities decay almost com-
voir temperature regime defined by Fig. 6. For example , a pletely betwee n pulses and accumulate to levels only slightly
continuous succession of 1.17 1 dissociation pulses at 60 p5 in- in excess of the initial value . On the other han d , the longer-
tervals would generate an average power dissipation of 19.5 kW lived copper ground state species accum -ilates to a steady-state
over the 25 cm long tube or 780 W - cm ’. This excessive heat value of about twice the initial dissociation level [19) . Thus , for
loading would raise the axial gas temperature by ‘-13 000°C these conditions the cumulative effects of metastable buildup
and would quickly melt the quartz envelope [18] . Clearly , can be ignored , and the cumulative effects of copper ground
the continuously pulsed copper halide laser system requires a state density buildup contribute a factor of 2 to the available
more modest and efficient succession of 0.117 J excitation steady-state laser output. It is concluded that a continuous
pulses, which at 60 ps intervals would dissipate 1 .95 kW at 78 succession of 0.117 J pulses (one-tenth the single-pulse disso-
W - cm ”~ and raise the axial gas temperature by a tolerable ciation energy) will approach a steady-state laser output re-
1300°C. This thermal loading is easily accommodated by duced by a net factor of 5 from the equivalent single-pulse
quartz , and permits maintenance of the cold-spot temperature output or 4 5- 5 = 9 1iJ - cm 3 . Thus, the single-pulse perfor-
at 530°C. man ce must be degraded for cumulative temperature effects

Since continuously pulsed copper halide lasers must operate and simultaneously adjusted for cumulative population effects
with lower energy electrical pulses to satisfy temperature re- in predicting the expected per form ance in the multipulse re-
strictions, it follows that the dissociated copper ground state ginie. In this case , the cumulative population adjustment is
densities measured for the single-pulse conditions of Fig. 3 will upwards , but it is important to note that other combinations
not be achieved. If the dissociated copper density is assumed of decay rates and pulse separations can enhance metastable
to be proportional to the dissociation pulse energy, then 0.117 1 populations and thereby degrade multipulse performance . This
electrical pulse would be expected to produce one-tenth the procedure more accurately predicts the performan ce of copper
copper density of the 1.17 J pulse employed in single-pulse halide lasers in the multipulse regime , but as demonstrated in
experiments. This , in turn , would result in one-tenth the out- the following section , even further physical effects which cause
put energy density available upon application of a second cx- axial depletion of the laser species must also be considered for
citation pulse , or 4.5 rather than 45 Mi ‘ cm ”3 , But a cO f l tZf lZ4-  a completely accurate extrap olation .
ous succession of such lower energy pulses might conceivably
build up the dissociated copper density over many pulses and C. Multipulse Depletion Effects
thereby achieve the same dissociation levels as those obtained The coppet bromide laser tubes describe d in the previous
with a singl e 1.17 J pulse , In that case , the laser output energy section were supplied with multipulse electrical excitation of
density might approach the original 45 p1 ‘ cm 3 in the steady approximately 0.1 J ’pulse , In order to maintain the reservoir
state , other condition s being equal . temperature near the optimum 530°C value shown in Fig. 6,

— - - ~~
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Elec tr ical

Fig. 8. Temporal behavior of pulsed coppe r bromide laser output With Laser
10 torn He at 525 °C. (a) 500 Ms/do - (b) 5 ms/div . Out p u t

the electrical pulser was operated in a burst mode with low . T = 525°C
du ty cycle to minimize the average power dissipation of the ‘ ‘ 

I

discharge . The burst durations ranged between 5 and 50 ms to
assure that steady-state conditions had been reached , and the
pulse repetition rate within the burs t was typically 15-20 kHz .
The observed laser output pulse train is illustrated in Fig. 8 (a)
and (b) for both S and SO ms burst durations at the optimum
pulse repetition frequency of 18 kHz . Laser output is not ob-
tained until about the tenth electrical pulse has been applied;
this indicates that approximately I J of input energy is required “ ~ ~ 

Fig r = 575 c
to accumulate th reshold copper ground state densities , and is 

- 

- - -

in good qualitative agreement with the eq uivalent single pulse
dissociation energy requirement and the accumulation times
depicted in Fig. 7 . Beyond threshold , the laser output rises to
a maximum of ‘-Il Mi - cm 3 in about I ms , and then falls to
a steady-state level of ‘-6 uJ 

- cm 3 with a time constant of Firçt Electrical OSmsecIdie

about 1.3 ms. This output level persists for burst durations up
to 50 ms as shown in Fig. 8(b), demonstrating that thermal Fig. 9. Temporal behavior of m:Itip:lsed copper bromide la ser output
steady-state conditions have been achieved for this power load-
ing. The peak value of 11 Mi - cm’3 was obtained with a 0.3
percent conversion efficiency, and corresponds to a peak intra- population at the low densities corresponding to a 400°C res-
burst average power level of 1 .34 W for these conditions , These ervoir temperature , but increasing the CuBr vapor pressure to
performance figures are in good agreement with observed single- ‘-2.4 X 1017 cm 3 provides sufficient material to prevent sig-
pulse efficiencies and the factor of 5 reduction to 9 Mi - cm ”3 nifican t deterioration of the laser output for these pulsing con -
predicted in Section 111-B , but apparently some additional ditions. This behavior su~~ests depletion of the copper density
transient effects are occurring which retard the atomic copper within the axial region of highest current density, and possibly
accumulation and decrease the steady-state lase r output on a a radial transport of copper atoms to the walls as the pulse
millisecond time scale, train develops. These axial depletion effects can degrade the

The variation of the laser output pulse envelope with reser- laser output energy and beam pro~~e , and generally tend to raise
voir temperature shown in Fig. 9 reveals that a principle con- the optim um reservoir temperature in the multipulse regime .
tributor to this transient effect is the copper bromide vapor Both radial temperature and charge d particle gradients can
pressure. At 400°C the molecular vapor density [20) is near deplete axial densities by transport ing discharge species to the
thre shold at 1.6 X l0 ’~ cm 3 . and approximately 18 electrical walls. As noted in Section Il l-B , an average power dissipation
pulses are required to obtain the threshold coppe r densities of 78 W ‘ cm~ w ould raise the axial gas temp erature by about
capable of sustaining laser output.  Peak pulse energy is attained 1300°C; with a wail temperature T~. = 527°C = 800 K . the
in about 0.5 ms . and then the laser output falls steadily towards parabolic radial temperature profil e shown in Fig. 10 is estab-

[ 

0 in about 2 ms. At the single-p ulse temperature optimum of lished in the steady state. The hot axial core becomes a region
525 °C where t u e  CuBr vapor density is 7 ,9 X 10 16 cm -’3 , less of reduced gas density as the gas expands radially, and h1r
pronounced effects are observed: about ten electrical pulses these conditions the radial density profile of Fig. 10 yie lds an
are required to reach threshold , and the steady-state output axial gas density ‘-0.4 times the density at the wail . An axial
declines to ‘-0.6 of the peak value rather than vanishing corn- depletion of this magnitude could accoun t for the reduced
plet ely. With the CuBr vapor density increased to 2.4 X 10 17 lase r output observed in the osciflographs of Fig. 8. Similarly
cm -’3 at 575 °C . this transient decline in the steady-state out- radial cataphoresis during the current pulse can extract posi .
put is vtrtu alh eliminated . Thus , the contin ued application of five copper ions from the central portion of the discharge by
electrica l pubes can actually deplete the ground state copper ambipolar diffusion in the radial space charge field of the tube
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ployed in producing single laser output pulses. This reduces
; t 1  Tem oe rat~ re = 800°K the available level of dissociated copper ground state atoms by

2l~ ~ ~~~~‘~~~‘ Load i~ ; = 78~ cm 1 
-l - this same factor , but when combined with the multipulse ac-

- ~~e r - ’~ I Ccnd,~ctivi ty = 4. 7 m W cm °K cumulation factor of 2 , the net reduction in a laser output en-
C. .Br + 10 Tor r He ergy is typically a factor of 5 for multipulse excitation. Thus ,

1800 - 

~ the observed multi pulse behavior follows reasonably from con-
~ sideration of the relevant physical processes , and is somewhat

~~ ~,, .
~~ more subtle than a simple multiplicative extrapolation of single -

° u’ce. ‘ 1  ~I ,L... ~~
. pulse energy and pulse spacing data.

-
~~ 

Axial depletion effects also influence the multipulse perfor-
~ 1200 - 

~~~~~~~ 0.8 ~ mance of these lasers by removing the active laser medium
N~ 

7( r ) c~ from the central portion of the laser discharge. Radial temper-
- 

~ 
ature gradients established at high average power loadings can
reduce axial gas densities by factors of about two , and radial

~ cataphoresis forces can provide a similar axial depletion of
600 - t~T T ( r )  — T

~ 
- 6. 4 Z copper atoms by ambipolar diffusion of copper ions to the

— P/I 2 2 tube walls. These effects are especially pronounced at lower
- 

— 1 — r 1r 0 Wall - 0 2 reservoir temperatures where radial transport forces or the
I electrical excitation process itself can reduce copper ground
$ state densities below laser threshold levels and actually extin-

. . - , 
I gwsh laser emission as the pulse train contin ues. To a consid-

Normalized Tube Radius rFr erable extent , these depletion effects can be counteracte~~,by
0 increasing the reservoir temperature to provide higher cover

Fig. 10. Computed temperature and gas density radial profiles for halide background densities. This generally leads to higher op.
copper halide laser discharges with an average power loading of timum temperatures for continuously pulsed copper halide

lasers.
The absorption measurements reveal that copper halide dis-

(2 1]. As these ions recombine at the walls, the neutral copper sociation levels are in the range of I to 3 percent for typical
density assumes a radial profile similar to that shown in Fig. 10 double-pulse excitation , and upper laser level populations are
with the axial region decreased in density by the radial trans- about 1 percent of the copper ground s~~~ ‘density. Further-
port of charged particles. Both of these axial depletion effects more , the average dissociated copper atotn can be recycled two
occur cylicaliy during the pulsed discharge sequence , but are to four times through the laser sequençjr before recombination
counteracted by thermahzation and diffusion processes which occurs. However , due to cumulative effects , these densities
occur between pulses. The actual steady -state radial distribu- build up to levels of about a factq of 2 higher than this with
tion produce d by the cyclical occurrence of these various ra- multipulse excitation. This implies that the average copper
dial proce sses is beyond the scope of this present analysis. How- atom can be recycled more frequently through the laser Se-
ever , these spatial redistr ibutions of copper atoms undoubtedly quence , and this generally leads to highei optimur~ pulse repe-
occur under certain circumstances , and are the most likely cx- tition rates for continuously pulsed systems. The laser effi-
planation for frequently observed annular output beam pat - ciency remain s substantially unchange d in extra2olating to the
tems and transient variations in laser output energy on a mliii- multipulse regime , although the more effective use of dissoci-
second time scale. ated copper at high pulse-rep~tition frequencies (PRF S) cer-

tainly contributes to a higher level of efficiency.
IV . CONCLUSIONS These experiments indicate that significant inlprovemenes in

Laser output energy densities as high as 70 Mi - cm 3 have laser operation can be realized by understan ding and control-
been measured with optimized double-pulse excitation of cop- lAn g laser kinetic variables. For exam ple , any increases in the
per halide laser mixtures. Typical performance figures in effective lifetime of the dissociated copper ground state wili
CuBr + 10 torr He are 45 4 - cm -’3 at a 03 percent single-pulse permit higher energy density operat ion , and decreases in the
conversion efficiency ~ ith a 60 MS optimum pulse delay. With- copper metastable life-time will permit higher -PRF operation .
out care ful consideration of laser kinetic effects, it might be Techniques which limit temperature rise in the gas will also irn-
inferred that on a continuously pulsed basis , approximately prove perform ance by permitting higher excitation pulse ener-
45 Mi cn,~ 60 ~is = O. ’$ ‘V ‘cm 3 of average power should gies. These studies emphasize the importance of lasei kinetic
be obtained from these systems. However , this is not observed effects in the operation of copper halide la~~rs and indicate
in prac t i ce.  and the copper halide afterglow absorption mea- several promising approaches to the improvement of existing
surements supply a plausible explanation for the observed av- systems.
erage po~ er levels in the multipulse regime. Because of ther-
mal dissipa ’i ~n and tern perature rise constraints , the multipulse AC K NO W L F OGM E NT

electrical pulse energy must be reduced by a factor of about The authors wish to thank R. K. Wihliarns, i. S. Nec . and ‘V .

10 from the correspondin g dissociation pulse energies em- Mamrose for their excellent technical assistance.
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APPENDIX C

High average power pulser design for copper halide laser 4

systems *
J. L. Pack, C. S. Liu, 0. W. Feldman, and L. A. Weaver
W~siiiigho use Research Laborator ies, P ittsburgh, Pennsylvan ia 13233

( Recened 6 April 1977: in final form , 6 May 1977)

A circuit using two thyratrons is described which provides alternating polarity, high-current
pulses at pulse repetition rates up to 20 kHz, suitable for operating copper halide lasers. The
circuit is a modification of a Blumlein configuration in which two networks are charged in
parallel and discharged in series, providing a voltage quadrupling effect when used with
resonant charging. By triggering the thyratrons sequentially the current is reversed on
alternate pulses, which greatly reduces axial cataphoretic effects and extends the laser tube
operating lifetime. The circuit can deliver up to 5 kW average power at 15 kHz.

I. INTRODUCTION tube is similar to that described by Bokhan et al. 9 Some
Recent experiments involving both copper halide’ and rearrangement of components has been introduced to re-

pure copper7 ’ °  lasers require electrical pulsing units duce the electrical stress on the hold-off diode D, and
capable of delivering high-current pulses at repetition one diode was replaced by a coupling choke L3. C, and

rates up to 20 kHz and average power levels up to 2 C2 are resonantly charged fro m the power supply by
kW. Pulses of several hundred amperes in amplitude means of the chargi ng choke Le and the holdoff diode
and 50—200 nsec in width are required . In experiments D. The value of L~ is chosen so that the recharge time
utilizing longitudinal discharges ”4—9 the voltages applied is slightly less than the time between pulses at the highest

across the tube range fro m a few to about 50 kV, being frequency of operation , typically 20 kHz. The coupling

limited by the capability of the switching tube. To choke L~ has a vaLue about 4% of L~ so that C2 is

provide the maximum voltage across the discharge hilly chai-ged only a few microseconds after C1. Using

tube either a transformer or a Blumlein circuit is typi- inductors as charging4 and coupling” elements mini-
cally used to couple the thyratron to the discharge. A mizes circuit losses.

transformer has been employed successfully to power a Current flows in one direction through the laser tube
30-cm copper halide discharge tube,4 but the inductance when T, is triggered , and in the opposite direction
associated with this Circuit arrangement can limit the when T2 is triggered; thus by triggering T, and T5 alter-
current rise time to unacceptably large values. An attrac- nately current reversal is achieved . Since two thyratrons

tive Circuit which provides voltage doubling and mini- are used , twice the power can be delivered to the laser
mizes circuit inductance is the Blumlein configuration tube compared with circuits using only one thyratron.
described by BokJ’ian el a!.9 and others.3” This circuit , Values of C, and C2 range from 0.5 to 5 nF, with L~ 0.1
as well as those using secondary capacitors connected H and L3 I mH. The ring-up chokes L, and L, have
in parallel with the laser discharge ,2”~~

4 minimizes the values around 3 ~tH and are chosen such that the capaci-
discharge circuit inductance by placing the switching tors C1 or C2 are reversed in about 200 nsec .
tube outside the discharge circuit. In addition , it has EGG No. 1802 thyratrons have performed in this dr .

been shown in both copper halide lasers ’5 and many cul t at frequencies up to 20 kHz , delivering in excess of

types of discharge lamps 1 that axial cataphoretic
effects greatly diminish the tube operating lifetime
unless a periodic current reversal is introduced . Thus ~IIi ~present copper halide and metallic copper lasers not
only require high pulse repetition rates and average

‘3

power levels, but also circuit configurations which in-
corporate voltage multiplication , minimum circuit induc- 

~~~~~~~~~ 
C 1

- —
~r ¶tance. and current reversal capabilities. The operating

characteristics of such a pulsing unit are described r:b3i~.. J.. ‘
~ 
‘

~~~
-

in the following sections. - 
~~~~~~ - 

.

II. PULSING CIRCUITRY 
- 

- 

A circuit ~shich provides current reversal, minimum
inductance, and voltage doubling properties is shown in
Fig. I .  The operation of this circuit for each switch 

Fuo . I .  Alternating polant%- pulse gcneralor suitable for high.powering copper halide laseT applications.

1047 Rev. Sd. Instnum., Vol . 44, No. 9, August 1977 Copyright ~
‘ 1977 AmerIca n Institut. of PhysIcs 1047 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _
- ‘ ‘  - while maintaining the same current pulse width and

18
> i6 L -~ power supply voltage . A simplified schematic ~~ a four-

section Copper halide laser tube  pulsin g c i rcui t  is~ 14
>~

—
- section tube it is only necessar~ to increase the number

12 

fr”~ 
5 r 

shown in Fig. 3. ~n order to oper ate the mult iple

>
• - - of storage capacitors and ring-up coil ,  a’ sh o wn .  The

1 componen t s-alue s are modeled after those  determined
- 5 6 iF  from the single section discharge circuit  of Fig . I - The

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ storage capacitors are all equal to one another at 0.5
nF The ring-Lip induc tors are equal  b r  the  e lectrodes
in the central portions of the tube .  whereas the indu L --

~~~~~~ - °r
~~~~~~~

> - &  

-

tors at each end are twice thi s valuc to render the
same ring-up times for the commonl& driven electrodes.
A value of L equal to 4.5 ~H gives a r ing-up time of
about ISO nsec for O.5-nF storage capacitors Since
the pulse widths in the discharge tube are nearly m dc-
pendent of the value of ring-up inductance,  this  induc-
tance value is not critical . However, the common ri ng-up0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LV coils should he matched to assure that the sections will
break down synchronously.

Flo . 2. Charge voltage . res ers e soltage. and peak discharge current At an operating frequency of I 5 kHz the four-section
as a function of power supply volta ge for vanous values of capacitance. circuit  shown in Fig. 3 deli sers about 5-kW average

power to the discharge for a charging voltage on the
2-kW average power to a discharge tube 20 cm long storage capacitors of less than 15 kV and a power supply
and 1.2 cm in diameter filled with 10 Torr He. The volt- voltage of less than 7 kV. The same power can be de-
age developed across the capacitors was expected to be livered at less voltage by using larger storage capacitors
twice the power supply voltage due to resonant charg- if longer pulse widths can he tolerated . B~ tri ggering

the thyratrons sequentially the current is alternatelying : however , in practice the voltage always exceeded
this value due to reverse voltage left on the capacitors reversed in each section of the discharge tube. thereby

from the preceding discharge pulse. This effect is i lILls ~ 
counteracting discharge cataphoretic effects and equal-

trated in Fig. 2 where peak current , charg ing voltage. t z~ig the electrode temperature . Although onl~ four
and reverse voltage are presented as a function of power sections are shown , more sections could he dri sen using

supply voltage for storage capacitors of 0.5. 1. 2. and 5.6 this  scheme to achieve effective modular scaling of the
nF with rin ct~up chokes L 1 and L2 equal to 4.6 ~.eH. The discharge length and pulsing un i t .
operating frequency wa s 2 kHz for the 0 5- and l .2- nF Several copper halide laser tube s were constructed

and operated using the circuit shown in Fig. I .  Outputscases. and was reduced to I kHz for storage capacitors
of5.6nF. Withr ing -upc o i l s of2 .6~~H .t h e 5 . fs-nF capaci- up to 3.5-W average power were obtained from quartz
tors delivered peak currents of more than 900 A for a laser tubes ranging from 1.2 x 50 cm up to 3 100 cm

with a fill of CuBr and about lO-Torr Ne at an oper-power supply voltage of 4.5 kV with a rever se voltage
of 6 kV. The rate of rise of current was a func t ion of at in g efficiency of about 0.2~ at lb kHz .
only the voltage on the storage capacitors. For pump- It is proposed that scaling to marty sections is possible

ing metal halide lasers the rate of rise of the current in and a four-segment 100-cm tube was operated . Further
the discharge is just as important as the current amp li - scaling in length would even tua l l y  exceed the power

mdc . so the choice of storage capacitance again is deter- handling capability of two No. 1802 thyra t rons  used in

mined by characteristics of the laser medium. That is . the circuit of Fig. 3. This problem can he clrcum sented

the current pulse width should he matched to the width by either using a multi pIicit~ of thyratron s . each of
of the laser pulse to obtain max imum laser effic iency . which operates its own subsect ion s of the ent i re  ss~-

which for copper halide lasers is typical ly  less than 50
nsec .~~ The current pulse width is given by ir(2L 4C1 )’ 2

where L 4 is the induc tance in the discharge c i rcui t  which -

for these tests was appro simale ly 0.75 1.tH. 
~~ 

- 
-

III. PULSER SCALING CONFIGURATIONS - - • -
~~~

- - -
~
• • •

~~
- - • -

Effec t i ’e  pulser and discharge scaling to hig her aser-  - - - - - , 
:

age power levels can he achieved by operating a seg- ~~~
‘

mented discharge tube w i t h  the sect ions electr ical ly - 
‘T~~~er iw.t - 

‘~~~~‘ ~~~
parallel hut  optically in series. Such long i tudina l  dis-
charge scaling permits higher average power le vel s r~ , 

~~. Puls in g Li r C u li r )  for a iour-sc ciu on LOpper h,ihd~ t i , t ~

104$ R ev. Sd. lnstrum., Vol. 48, No. 8, August 1977 HIgh power pul ler 1044 
-
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tern, and/or using a number of thyratrons in parallel 0. S. Akirta sa. V L. Dzh ik i .,, . id ‘t u  51. Ol ej ij ik.  Si. ’ J
and sequentially switching the thyratr ons in order to N ,~~~~ uboti no~~~ t) kalchei and P K Te lh i z ov ‘,~sv
share the current.  It is believ ed by the authors that Quant Electron. 5. l(KP
scaling up to over 50-kW average input power should 

- 
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APPENDIX D

H A TECHNIQUE FOR DETERNINING GAS TE~~ ERATURE AND ATOMIC DENSIfl~

L. H. Taylor and R. B Feldman*
• 1 Westinghouse R&D Center

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of pulsed copper halide vapors to obtain laser emission

from atomic copper lines at 510.6 nm and 578.2 nm has received consider—

able attention in recent years.
1 9  

Similarly , laser ac tion has been

observed in other halide systems)0 Lasing is obtained by continuously

applying electrical pulses at high repetition rates with each pulse

acting as an excitation as well as a dissociation pulse for subsequent

discharges. In other words , the initial copper halide molecules in the

gas are first dissociated and then the resulting copper atoms are excited

to higher electronic levels by direc t electron impact. Stimulated or

spontaneous emission relaxes these excited states to lower metastable

staces , which then relax slowly to the copper ground state. These ground

state copper atoms are then available for subsequent re—excitation , or

for recombination with halogen atoms to reconstitute the copper halide

molecules.

Copper halide lasers are usually excited by a cylindrical

longitudinal discharge within a high temperature oven , and are normally

opera ted in a “burst” mode . A typical “burst” may consist of 100 pulses

approximately 100 usec apart with an over—all burst duration of 10 msec.

The discharge afterglow is that period of time immediately after the

“burst” during which the excited gas slowly relaxes to thermodynamic

equilibrium.

To understand the kinetics of these lasers it is imperative

to know both the gas temperature and atomic level populations , but the

*Consul tant

1
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(
operating conditions make their determination very difficult. The gas

temperature is primarily determined by electric discharge and molecular

recombination heating , by thermal dissociation cooling , and by the fixed

wall temperature. However , in a cylindrical longitudinal discharge the

former three fac tors  are s trongly radially dependent , as well as t ime

dependent . The situation for the atomic copper density is even worse :

There are vir tual ly no copper atoms at the wall whereas their  density
15 —3

in the center of the tube may be as high as 10 cut

Although gain measurements on vibrational—rotational transitions

can be used to determine the gas temperature of molecules,
1112 there is

only one direct and well—established technique for the determination of

the gas temperature of atoms: the measurement of the thermal Doppler

broadening of appropriate lines.13 This technique encounters difficulties

both at high densities , where pressure broadening is significant , and at

high t emperatures , where the absorption is too hi gh to measure.

The atomic level densities can be determined from interfero—

metric optical refractivity measurements , or from line absorption mea-

surements.
13 

The former method is difficult to execute, particularly in

non—uniform plasmas or for uv wavelengths, whereas the latter method is

only applicable at high densities where pressure broadening is dominant ,

unless the gas temperature is known by some other means.

To circumvent these problems we have developed a general

technique for simultaneously determining in situ both gas temperature

and atomic level densities. A narrow line dye laser is tuned through

the atomic absorption line . A theoretical absorption line profile is

then f i t t e d  to the measured p rof i l e  by varying the theoretical atomic

level densi ty and gas temperature until the error sum of the squares is

minimized . This approach extends the usefulness of conventional absorp-

tion measurements into regions where:

• Thermal and pressure broadening are both significant.

• Total absorption occurs at line center .

• Gas temperature  is not known .

The following sections describe the absorption measurements , the technique

fo r  de t e rmin ing  the  a tomic level dens i ty  and gas temperature , and gives

some sample resu l t s  for the CuBr laser . 



I I .  ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

When a radiat ion beam of intensity I
d(

v_v
d), centered about

the wave number 5’d’  passes through a length L of an absorbing medium ,

the transmitted radiation intensity is given by
14

I = I
d
(v vd

)e ~ dv (1)

where k(v_v
c
) is the absorption coefficient of the absorbing medium

which is centered about the wave number v . It is assumed that there
C

is no transverse or longitudinal spatial variation , and no temporal

variation of k(v—v ) within the physical volume and time increment

sampled by the radiation beam. It is fur ther  assumed that  emission

from the upper level of the absorption line is negligible. The total

input intensity is given by

= 
~d vd )

~~~ 
. (2)

The transmission is the ratio of the output and input intensities :

T I
~

/I
~

and the absorption , A , is simply 1—T.

The var ia t ion of k ( v — v ) with v is the line prof i l e  which is

determined by the isotopic shift , hyperfine structure (hfs), and various

broadening mechanisms. In the isotope shift , the center of the energy

level of one isotope is displaced relative to the center of any other

isotope . The effective line center lies between the centers of the

individual isotopes at a position determined by the isotopic composition

of the mixture. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The hyper fine s tructure of a line is a result of the interaction
of t he magnet ic  moment of the nucleus wi th  the magnetic f ields caused by
the motion of the electrons . This interaction splits the upper and lower

energy levels of each optical  transition into a number of closely spaced

levels)~
5 1’6 Transitions occur between individual pairs of these levels,

and obey the usual selection rules. The relative intensities are given

by the  relative ma gnitude of each spectral line in a normal multiplet

of Russell—Saunders coupling )7

The broadening of each component of the h f s  is considered to

be independent of all other components. The four broadenings mechanisms

importan t in copper atoms are Doppler , natural, resonance , and van der Waals.

Doppler broadening results from the thermal motion of the absorbing atoms

and produces a Gaussian profile with a full—width half—maximum (FWHM) given

by

~
V

D 
= O•04572(T

g
/273) 1/2 

cm~~ (4)

where T
g 
is the gas temperature, and the formulation is now restricted to

the 324.8 nut transition from the Cu ground state.

Natural broadening results from the finite lifetimes of the

energy states, resonance broadening results from collisions with ground

state copper atoms, and van der Waals broadening results from collisions

with foreign atoms , i . e . ,  the predominant bu f fe r  gas. These three

mechanisms produce a Lorentzian profile with a FWHM of

L — [0.5509 + 0.9882 (N /10~
’
~) + (5)

0.5319 P (273/T
g
)°•71 ~ io~~ cm~~

where the terms in the brackets are the natural , resonance , and van der

Waals contributions , respectively .9 The density of ground—state copper

atoms Is denoted by N
~
, and the buffer gas (Ne) pressure In Torr is

denoted by P.

The combined effect of these broadening mechanisms , which are

:onsldered to be Independent of each other , is to produce a Voight profile :

4
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2

—13 —y
k(v—v ) = (1.435 x 10 )N (a/ it ) _ e dy (6)

C C 
—~~ a L+(~ _y)

where a = (in2)~~~
2
lv L/~,v D

= (4in2)~~~ (
v_v

c
)/
~
vD . (8)

The upper s ta te  density is assumed to be negligible with respect to the

ground state density. For practical operating conditions in the CuBr

laser , a < 0.2 , i . e . ,  the absorption lines are primarily Doppler broadened .

This situation is sufficiently prevalent that in many cases the absorp-

tion can be measured only in the wings of the Voigh t profile where the

Lorentzian broadening is dominant.

The total absorption profile is found by taking a Voight pro-

file for each hfs component , centering each component at the proper

wave number , and multiplying by the appropriate relative intensity and

isotope composition factors. At a given value of v , the contributions

from all of these components are added. A typical absorption profile

is shown in Fig. 1. Included In this f igure  is the measured intensity

prof i le , in a rb i t r a ry  units , of the t unable dye probe laser.

The separation between the copper and dye line centers is given

by

V
d

V (9)

and is varied in the experiments by tuning the dye laser through the

absorption profile. The effect of this tuning is quite large as shown

in Fig. 2. This figure also demonstrates the large dependence of trans—

mission on copper density. The depend ...nce on gas temperature , shown in

Fig.  3 , is not nearly as great. These dependences of the transmission

on the  copper density and gas temperature form the basis of the technique

described in the next section.
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III . NEW TECHNIQUE

Based on the previous results it is a simple matter to con-

ceptualize the basic approach to determining the atomic density and gas

temperature from the absorption measurements. The dye probe laser is

tuned through the copper absorption profile and absorption measurements

are taken at several line separations , 
~,. The copper density and gas

temperature are then adjusted in the theoretical absorption profile until

the difference between the calculated and measured transmissions is

minimized as measured by the error sum of the squares:

SS — E [T
1(measured)—T~ (calculated)]

2 (10)
i

where T~ is the transmission at the line separation ‘3~~ and the summation

over i inc ludes all of the measured transmissions.

The m inim ization of the error sum of the squares has proven to

be a difficult problem fraught with many pitfalls. We first tried a re-

gression analysis which seemed at the time like a reasonable approach. 1,8

Complete failure was experienced , however, because , as we later determined ,

there is too much correlation between the density and temperature vari-

ables.

We then tried a gradient search technique.19 
Although the

Method of Steepest Descent2° is commonly used in physics , we used a

pattern search routine21 which we believe is faster .  This routine is a

trial—and—error Iteration procedure which follows a decreasing slope to

obtain a minimum. Failure was again the result.

Valuable insights into the problem were obtained by replacing

the T . (measured ) values in Eq. 10 with theoretically computed values for
= iol4 cm 3 and T

g 
= 1500 K , and then ~at ,ing N and I in the compu—

t ac lon  of T1(calcula ted) .  The results  are shown in Fig. 4. As expected ,
14 —3the error  sum of squares has a very sharp minimum at N = 10 cm and

9
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Fig . 4. Error sum of squares dependence on copper density and gas temperature.
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T = 1500 K , and becomes worse as N either increases or decreases fromg14 _
~~10 cm . However, if the density is too low, the error sum of squares

increases monotonically with increasing temperature , whereas if the

densi ty is too high , the error sum of squares decreases monotonically
with increasing temperature.

This monotor1ic behavior persisted when real measured data  were

used and , coupled with our previous difficulties with the minimization

attempts , led us to believe that the sum of squares error surface must

be of the form shown in Fig. 5. This surface is composed of three

j major areas :

• High Density : gent le hill sloping toward high t emperatures

and the correct density.

• Low Density : gentle hill sloping toward low temperatures

and the correct density.

• Approximately Correct Density: a long (in the temperature

direction), narrow (in the

density direction) valley with

many minima .

The extraneous minima arise from the errors in the measurements , and the

correlation between the density and temperature variables. The general

appearance of the surface agrees with the large density and small tempera-

ture dependencies shown in Fig. 3.

Given this error surface, a two—step procedure can be used to

locate the lowest minimum. The steps , outlined in Fig. 6, are to apply

the pattern search routine (or any other gradient search routine) to

minimize the error sum of squares with respect to the density. This inter-

mediate value of density, and the gas temperature are then varied by a

shotgun search routine (a simple routine which we wrote) which systematically

samples the valley to locate as many minima as reasonably possible. The

density and temperature which yield the lowest minimum are taken to be

the final values. The dashed arrow in Fig. 6 merely indicates that two

separate computer programs are involved in this approach .

11 
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IV. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

This new technique has been applied to absorption data taken

along the axis of a cylindrical longitudinal discharge CuBr laser. A

typical .~asult is shown in Fig . 7 where T is the initial gas t empera-

ture before the burst of laser pulses, and t is the time in the afterglow

at which the absorptions were measured. The monotonic behaivor of the

too high or too low density values is clearly indicated , as well as the

minimum at 1.2 x 1015 
em 3 and 1075 K.

The closeness of the fit between the calculated and measured

absorption profiles is illustrated in Fig. 8. The fit is generally

very good with one minor d i f f icul ty: the calculated and measured

absorption profile centers do not quite coincide. In other words , there

is a systematic wave number shift between the two profiles. This small

shif t  is caused by u~:certainties in the experimental data, but should

have little effect on the values determined for the copper density and

gas temperature.

The entire afterglow results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 where

the decay t ime constants , -r , were estimated from the dashed lines which

were drawn by eye . The circles are the values determined from the

absorption measurements. Each circled value represents 5—10 measured

absorptions. The Doppler broadening above 3000 Kwas so large that the

temperature could not be deduced from the extremely broad absorption

line , ( i . e . ,  the shotgun search could not find a minimum ) although the

density could still be determined . We estimate that the copper density
11 16 —3could be determined from 10 to 10 cm with an accuracy of +20%,

an ’1 that the temperature could be determined from 1000 to 3000 Kwith an

accuracy of ±200 K.

These results vividly demonstrate the utility of in situ, simul-

taneous determinations of density and temperature. The copper density

along the axis of the tube decays exponentially , probably by recombination

14
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Fig. 9. Copper density decay in the afterglow of a CuBr laser.
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with the bromine. On the other hand , the gas temperature decays rapidly
at f i r s t , and slowly at later times. The initial decay may be caused
by the rapid exchange of the hot buffer gas with the cooler gas surround-

ing the tube axis. This exchange would have little effect on the copper

density because some of our other results indicate that the copper
density increases slightly with radius up to half the distance to the

wall. The slow thermal decay is probably ordinary thermal relaxation

of the entire tube to thermodynamic equilibrium.
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V. SU~~4ARY

We have developed a general technique for simultaneously

determining in situ both gas temperature and atomic density of glow dis-

charge constituents. A theoretical absorption line profile is fitted ,

by minimizing the error sum of squares , to the measured profi le .  This

approach extends the usefulness of conventional absorption measurements

beyond their normal range of validity.
The sum of the squares error surface was found to be comrlicated

but amenable to a two step minimization search procedure. A gradient-

following search routine was first used to locate a value of density

quite close to the actual values. Because many extraneons minima

existed in this region near the actual density, a shotgun

search routine was then used to vary both density and temperature so as

to map a long section of this region. The lowest minimum found in this

manner was taken to located at the actual values of density and tempera-

ture. This use of a gradient search with a shotgun search is an interest-

ing combination of two old techniques and may be applicable to other

problems with similar error surfaces.

The technique has already proven to be very useful. In applica-

tions to the cylindrical longitudinal discharge CuBr laser, the copper

ground state density could be determined from i0~~ to io16 
cm 3 with an

estimated accuracy of ±20%, while the gas temperature could be deter-

mined from 1000 to 3000 K with an estimated accuracy of ±200 K. Further-

more , the results show that the thermal decay in the afterglow does not

correlate with the density decay——thus indicating that the equilibration

processes in the CuBr laser are more complicated than originally

thought.

It shou.’~d be emphasized that although the technique is applied

herein to the ground s ta te  density of Cu in the CuBr laser , the technique

can be easily extended to other systems such as excited state densities

20 
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in molecules. The only basic requirements are that the theoretical
absorption line profile be well known, that a tunable probe be avail-
able, and that the absorption be in an easily measured range of values,
say 5 to 99%.
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